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The'meeting was' called' to' order at· 9.20 a .m.

ORGANIZATION OF WORK

The' PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish) \ Before calling on the first
speaker, I should like to call the attention of representa tives to some elements
regarding our organization of work. We shall endeavour to listen to the largest

possible null1ber of speakers in the two meetings s(Jheduled for today, particularly

in the prolooged afternoon meeting. Representa tives will recall that the holding

of the meeting in Geneva was decided upoo pursuant to a General Assentlly resolution

that assigned three days for our work here. Therefore, we have to oonc1ude our

\10rk wi thin that time-limit, which means that the afternoon meeting, which will

begin at 3 p.m., will probably extend into the evening, certail"'ly beyond 10 p.m.

we will try to include all the speakers inscribed for Thursday afternoon in this
even ing 's list of speaker s.

I regret any inconvenience this ::eallocation of speakers may cause, but I am
sure r~presentat1veswill understand that we really must not exceed the time

allot :ed to us in the resolution in which it was decided to transfer these meetings
of the General Assentlly to Geneva. Hence I must point out that, in so far as

possible, statements must not be unduly long, and! thank representatives for their
understanding.

AG:NDA ITEM 37 (con tinued)

QUESTION OF PALESTINE

{a) REIORT OF THE CDMMITTEE ON THE Exr~RCISE OF THE INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF THEPALESTINIAN PEOPLE (A/43/35)

(b) REIORTS OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (A/43/272 and A/43/69l)

(c) DRAFT RESOWTIONS (A/43/t.50, A/43/t.51 and A/43/t.52)

The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanishh I remind representatives
that pursuant to the decisioo taken yesterday the list of speakers will be closed

-
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(The President)

today at 12 noon. Therefore, I request those participants wishing to speak to
inscribe their names as soon as possible.

Mr. OOLQJ (Romania) (interpretation from Frenchh I, too, would like to

pay a tribute to the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO), Yasser Arafat, for his vision, courage, and the

brilliant manner in whioh he presented the decisions of the historic Algiers
session of the Palestine National Council, as well as for the addi tional

information he provided on subjects of vital importanoe.

The consideration by the General Assenb1y of the item entitled "Question of

Palestine" is particularly important this year. The intifadah and the

determf.nation with which the Palestinian people has rejected foreign occupation;

that uprising's striking confirmation of the PLO as the sole, legitimate

representative of the Palestinian people) the broad movement of international

solidarity with and sympathy for the struggle of the Palestinian people; and, last
but not least, the contents of the recent decisions of the Palestine National
Council - all represent a series of new elements from which ooe may conclude that
more favourable oondi tions are emerging for the success of efforts aimed at a

peaceful poll tical settlement of the problems afflioting the Middle East. These

elements provide the most reptesentative world forum, the United Nations, an

exoellent opportunity to act and play its role as a catalyst of peace initiatives
and to make a decis ive con tr ibution to the in itia tion of a process leading to the
establishment of a just and lasting peace in the region.

My country, Ibmania, has always attached special imp:»rtance to the Palestinian
problem. It has cons istently adV'oca ted a canprehens ive settlement of the problems
in the Middle East through peaceful, political means in order to arrive at a just

and lasting peace in the region and a settlement guar.anteeing the right to

self-determination of the Palestinian people, inclUding its right to establish an

", '.. . ''''',
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(Mr. Dol9\!, Ibmania)
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independent Palestinian state, and the existence of all States in the region,

including Israel, within secure and recognized boUndaries.

Romania maintains active relations with all countries in the area, including
all parties involved in the conflict, and has endeavoured, in so far as possible,
to contribute to the settlement of the problem. To that end, i:he leadership of my
country has undertaken a systematic dialogue with the leadership of the PLO, the

sole, legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, wi,th the Government of
Israel and the Cbvernments of the Arab countr ies of the region. We have always

candidly expressed our opin ion (Xl the bas is of pasi tions of prinei ple, on the need
for a comprehensive political settlement. My country was one of the first to
underscore the urgency and the need for an international conference, under United
Rations auspices, in the conviction that a settlement in such a framework is ne-t
only possible but alao desirable, for it would previae for meeting the interests of
the Palestinian people and the state of Israel, as well &s be in the interests of

peace and securi ty in the reg ion and in the world as a whole.

In our view it is high time that we agree on an incontrovertible truth. The

problems of the Middle East cannot be resolved by delaying tactics, the maintenance
of the stat\js' quo, or externally imposed solutions. It is high time to recognize

by deed and through significant and responsible political action, that cmly the
acceptance of reality, only dialogue on the basis of that reality and in a proper
legal framework, can lead to a settlement that would be consietent with the
interests of the Palestinian people and all States of the area and would promote

wor:ld pea~. The PLO has amply fulfilled these candl tions, for the legl tilll1ey ,

realislll and seriousness of the decisions of the Palestine Rational Council seem to
us unden iable.
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(Hr. Oo1gu, Ibman ia)
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The right of the Palestinian people to an independent Sta te stems not only

from the ancient and contemtorary history of the region but also from United

Nations resolutions, from General Assembly resolution 181 (II) of 1947 to the

numerous other documents, including Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973). All these documents clearly underscore the rejection of the

acquisition of territory by force, as well as the right of the Palestinian people

to establish its own independent State, side by side with Israel, at the territory

of Palestine. That is why Romania has, in keeping with its principled position,

recognized the newly proclaimed Palel.3tinian State.

The Romanian Government welcomes and supports the ot!ler decisions adopted at

the Algiers session of the Palestine National Council, namely, the readiness to

work for a negotiated settlement on the basis of Security Council

resolctions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), the implici t recognition of the Sta te of

Israel, complemented in this Hall by the appeal addressed to the leadership of that

State, the rejection of violence and terrorism in all its forms, ana so on. These

are extremely important steps for the initiation of negotiations in the framework

of an in terna tioual conference aimed a t a comprehens ive and just settlement.

The Romanian Government hopes that every effort will be made, and that there

will be a sense of responsibility, in order to achieve the convening of such a

conference, under the auspices of the United Nations, and with the participation of

the permanent members of the Security Council. and all parties concerned, including

the PLO, as the sole, It!gitimate representative of the Palestinian people, and the

state of Israel.

As my country's President, Nioolae Ceause5cu, said recently;
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(Mr. Oo19u, Romania)

wIn keeping with the policy it has always pursued, Romania will ccntinue

....,~tR

to work for a settlement, through negotiations, of all existing problems, to

support the realization of the aspirations of the Palestinian people to live

in a free, democratic, independent homeland, in co-operation with its

neighbours.-

By dint of the will of the overwhelming majority of Menber States, this

session of the thli ted Nations General Assembly convened in Geneva was able to hear:

the Chairraan of the E1cecutive Colllftittee of the PLO, Yasser Arafat. While we

welcome this development, we note with regret that these me~tings Mould have taken

place in New York. Indeed, nothing can justify the refusal to allow the leader of

an organization enjoying official status at the tmited Nations to participste in

the work of the world forum.
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Thus, we note wi th regret the attempts of the poli tlcal circles of certain

States to minimize the importance of the Algiers decisions or to distort their

meMing. Similarly, we note with regret that new acts of violence and military

aggression have been perpeuated in the region. In the interest of international

peace and secQ.!ri ty, there mus t be no acts of any kind tIla t could jeopardize the

initiation of a political dialogue and the encouragement of all positive trends in

that direction, or that could jeopardize the recognition and appropr~te assessll".ent

of the overtures that have beel" made and the drawing of the necessary conclusions.

We recognize the OI1ertures that had been made and draw 'the appropriate

conclusions therefrom.

We express our appreciation to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his efforts to ensure a settlement of the Middle

East conn ict and the Palestinian problem in the framework of an international

conference, and we believe that the General Assembly should ask him to step up his

efforts in that direction, in the light of the whole range of recent developnents

and the new ccnditions that have emerged. At the same time, it is necessary to

upda te, and adapt to the new developmen ts and condi tiens, the task s and act!v i ties

of Olited Nations bodies "'i th special responsibili ties in regard to the problem of

Palestine - particularly the Coanittee on the E1cercise of the Inalienable Rights of

the Pale~tinian People and the Speci~l Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the OCcupied 'n!rritories.

ilJt, above all, Romania! regards the fl.l'ldamental objective ef thi ted Ha tions

activities in this respect to be an increase in the efforts to con"ene an

intel'natimal conference I.I'lder {hi ted Ha tions auspices to seek a peaceful, just and

lu ting 8&ttle-.n t to the Hidelle Eas t confl iet •

-
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(Hr. Ilol99, Ibmania)

The nulllber of States that have rel'X)gnized the new State of Palestine continues
to grew. Its recognitio~ by the largest possiblfe nUmf!f of States could help

.. intain and broaden the positive momentUll of the proliferation of c!uditions
propitious to initiatl'l'lC} and successfully ~ncllJding a reace iXocess in the Middle
East.

It is high time that, in liberty, independence and soverei9l'lt.y, Palestinians

and Israelis p,lt an end to the old dissensions and sources of confroota tion and
promoted co-operation for the peace and prosper ity of all the peoples of the area,

so that it could become an element of stability and make an important contrib\Jtion
to the solution of the problems confronting manldnd.

Mr •. FALL (senegal) (in terpreta tiQ'l frm French): I do not wish to dwell
on the reasons that have obliged the General As~(!lrbly to meet here, but would

merely express my delegation's sincere gratitude to the Swiss GoYernment as well as
the authorities of the beautiful city of Geneva for their traditional, fallOus

hospitlllli ty and everything they have done to facili ta te the holding of our meetings
here.

This year the Assenbly's examination of the question of Palestine has special
significance for my country, senegal, for the following reasons.

First, it is tak ing place at a time when the United Nations has taken a new

lease on 11 fe, when a process giving us reason for hope seems to be the common
denominator of all the regional conflicts posing a serious threat to international
peace and securi ty.

Secondly, our discussions are being held ally a few days after the historic
decisim taken by the Palestine National Cotmcil on 15 Novenber in Algiers - that
cl ty ini>ned with the history of peoples fighting for freedom - to proclaim the

independence of the State of Palestine.
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Palestinian people has a right to affirm its national identity and establish a free

and independen t Sta te •

It will be recalled that at the outset~ in 1947, when the General Assei1bly

they have regained ~eir ho_land.

doing so today while they are suffe~ing and shall do so joyfully in the fu turf! when
, '

Is it not ti_ for the Assellbly, r(lspecting the rights and freedoms of every

Republic of Senegal, tD express again here to Mr. Arafat the energetic support and

active an~ effective solidarity that the Senegalese (bvernme~t and people are

(Hr. Fall, 8eneeJal) 1

Finally, and ab~e all, the presence allCl'lg UlS of Chairman Yo.er Arafat - who. I

we salute for his courage, clear-headectness and acute sense of responsibility -

justice.

dignity and freedom through the establishlllent of Cjenuine peace, pe&ce based on

gives our d.ba tes the 801• .,i ty tha t be fi ts the event. His clear, r espons ible and

Moving state_nt yesterday, ,his presentation of the Palestinian initiative, his

vibrant appeal to Isra,el testify eloquently to th0 Palestinian COMitllM!nt to the

quest for a peaceful solution, to the palestinians' desire to live on their land in

quest for peace, the international COBllnunity mUf!t first of till recognize that the

people to determine its destiny in all sovereignty, to give new impetus to a

genuine 1I0lllentum towards peace in the Middle East, that. region of the world "'hic:h

ha contributed so mc:h to tJlf~ history and civilization of the w«ld? In that

adopted the plan for tlte partition of Palestine, in resolution 181 (II), the Middle

East prcblem was raised in terlliS of the application of the right to

self-deterrdnation of two peoples, ene Jewish and the other Arab, m the same

territory. SUbsequently, we sw superimposed on this incompleted process of

Ai
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(!r. Fall, Senegal)

self-dflterminaUQl the particularly compl.ex eloments of a CQlflict that has always

pitted Israel and the Arab States against each other, thereby blOCking any

prospects for peace.

For a laag time the United Nations itself, in its approach to the Middle Fast

question, took account solely of the aspect of the conflict between At'abs and

Israelis. It corrected that error only in 1975, by recognizing that the problem of

Palestine was at the core of the Middle East conflict and by establishing the

COlllftittee on the Elcercise of the Inalienable ltights of the Palestiniai1 People.
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A ye.. after it was established, the COlIIIitt:ee on the Exercise oe the

Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People recolllnended to the General Assenbly

approPriate guidelines for the settlement of the Palestinian ptoblemwhose various

consti tuent elements were, ~e withdrawal by Israel from all the territor ies

oCQJpied since 1967.. the implementation of the inalienzble dghts of the

Palestinian people to return to their homeland, to self-<Jetermination and to the

establishment ote an independent St:4te in palestine) and the particil,:8tion of the

Palestine Liberation Organization in all peace efforts. All those recommendations

were adopC2d by the Assellbly in 1976.

In addition, there are the releY6i1t provisk uS of a series of resolutions

adopted by the U'li ted Ha tions en the question and providing for reco(J'li tion of the

sovereignty, territorial integrity and politf"clll independence of the States of the

region.

Involved as it has been in this quest for a just and li'lsting solution to the

situation in the Middle East, Senegal recalls that in 1983, d'.Jring the

International CmfeE'ence on the Ouestion of Palesti"le, held in Geneva, the 137

participating countries recognized

"The right of all Stateu in the region to existence within !le~r~ and

internationally reco(J'lized boundaries, with justice and security for all"

including the State of Palestine. ThUD, the path to peace! was clearly staked out.

'lbday more than eYer before the question of Pal~stine arouses the conscience

of mankind, creates an urgent challenge to the credibility of our Organization and,

at the same time, requ irea us urgently to Und the aPPropr ia te so1u tions for the

eyclet of violence and the intrans!gonce of certain States that continue to deny,

despite all the evidence, the inalienable rights of a martyled people •

.•---'
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reply that is not based on law, justice and equity will only fuel rancour, create

to elllPhasize, is the clearest manifestation of the willingness of the PalestinUin

are enti Ued to expect fran us. we must not disappoint them. Q1 the con trartJ , our

live in peace and seeJr ity with their neighbours, are awaiting the reply that they

response of a generation that has d'lcsen resistance £1'011 within - is nothinfl but

Senegal has noted and welcomed the fact that the Palestine NatiQ1al Council,

frustration, poison minds and finally lead to blind violence.

the refusal by yOl.l1g people to be dominated, young people worried Bbout their

This ~ar - the fortieth aJniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights - any

respons tb iU ties. These Pales tin iM Y0\l19 people, who ask at!.y to be allowed to

future, determined to struggle for liberation and aware of their histar ical

Organization has the duty and the obligation, faced with the questi"ns and the
anguish of Palestinian youth, to bring them a new breath of peace, justice and
respect for human rights.

(Hr. Fall, Senegal)

I ileed not recall that the intifadah - this revolution of stales, this new

to raise high the hand holding the faJlK)us 01 lve branch, the symbol of peace and

people and the ir au then ti c repres en t:a tive, the Pales tine Lib ara ticn OrgM iza Hen ,

place them at the service of th~ peace and brotherhood of 118tions.

interested parties to stifie their differences and broaden and support the
essential element .. that is, tbe building of a peaceful Middle East, where all thQ

peoplel1, while respecting their differences, will pool their creative energies and

before the Assemly. This courageous, responsible attJ.tude, which we are pleased

with its faith in peace, its wiscbm, its realism and its political sense, has

accepted explicitly and trl8nbiguously the very contrO'l7eraial security Council
resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Chairman Arafat confirmed that yesterday

IXi
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Thus, today the doors to peace in the Middle East are opening, so that finally

the peoples of the region, so proud of their cultures and attached to their

For senegal, wh ich holds the chairmansh ip of the Conr,Ii ttee on the Exercise of

taking into account the legitimate aspirations of a people which has been

that ally poli tical responses cm provide prospecte fex a just and lasting solu tion

History teaches us that it is usQlesa to try to lIluzde a de termined people, a

cnr. Pall, Senegal)

That is why my delegatim takea this opportunity of appealing Ufgeiltly to the

Organization, the sole and authentic representative that it has freely chosen.

Palestinian territories have not been able to stamp out the heroic struggle of the

East, a region that has ...lready seen five Israeli-Arab w.us, with such harmful

permanent IIIEInbers of the Secur !ty Council to consider the situation and arrive at a

that the accumulated umoours of the past wUl become a buraen of res~-ntllent that

The extortion, harassment and humiliation of all kinds .. the innumerable acts

consequences.

convergent assessment of it. For if each party clingf.J to its position, we fear

dispossessed of its rights and whose dignity has been attacked but which is

could foe a long time to come banish the chances for a lasting peace in the Middle

courageous PalestiniM people, mder the leadership of the Palestine LiberatiiO~

of oppression and the other serious attacks on human dignity in the occupied

convinced of the rightness of its cause.

identities, may be able to live iu peace and security within secure, recognized and

guaranteed boundaries.

the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People, that is thE meaning and scope

that should be given to the measage that tho Palestine National Council al;.dressed

to the in terna tiooal communi ty on 15 Ncwenber 1988 in Alg iern.

.... d."
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That is why my cOUhtry consider.s it necessary, indeed urgent, to seize the

(Kr. J.l'&H, Seneqal)
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• • •• we mus t now see to it tha t the Sta te of Pales tine becomes a reali ty fOE'

BCl/bq

interna ticmal pesce conference CJ'l the Middle East. For, &s President Abdou Diouf

momentum of the present situadon to build a ClOI'IIIIIOn frcmt for the holding of the

said in reply to a question on the constitrJent elements of the State of Pulestine\

My country invites all fialtions that uphold peace, justice Mld libeE'ty to
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Mr.' !'MAB (DjlbOUti) (interpretation trOll. Prenchh It w111 soon be two

IIClnths since I watllly ccngratulated yeu, Sir, Q'l your election as President at the

fortl'-third session ot the General AsseJllbly of the ~ited Nations.

I mould like ence again to reaffirll my delegation's ca'lfidence in your

qualities as leader, particularly at this IlDSt cruci!!:.l IIOlIent in the history of our

Organ bation. 1 should also 1 ike to express our sincere apprecia tion to the

Secretary-General for the co~ncJable manner in which he is guiding the

Organization in the face of severe politieAl alid fwaneial prcbleilS.

The Palestinian eXlOdus or traCjedy has turned 40 this year, which, ironically,

also aarks the fortieth anniversmry of the adoption ~f the thiv~~al Declaration of

Hmaan Rights by the United HationQ. That tragedy did not happen by accident. It

was ine9itable, since the roots of the problea go back lICII:e than a ti~tury to the

e_r9!'nce of the Zionist concept, followed by the Zionist infiltration into

Palestine wi th the principle aill of capturing the _ale of Palestine. SiIIIha

Plagpan, an Israeli historian, had this to say on the attitude of the Zionist

leadership in respect of partition,

Aln short, acceptance of the United NatiC)ns partition resolution was an

ex_ple of Zionist pragutislll par'excellen~. It we a tactical

acceptance, a step in the right direction and a spr ing-board for

expansion When circumstances proved judicious-.

Such sinister IIOtiVes are even better articulated by the architect 01 Israel,

David Ben-Guricm, who _de his views eXplicit,

AThe elimination of the Palestinian people both as adversary and as

inhabitant of the same territory and the deniml to the. of their right to an

independent State is cur ultimate goal A•

.J'I

'J,-:.,
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(Hr. Farah, Djibouti)

Israel's cCXltinued encroachment, its occupation and the ~.otabUshment of
settler oonmunities in the Arab territories OV'er the past 40 years must be

interpreted ag the uansformation of that great plan into reality. According to
Flagpans

-The army, in the final analysis, was the basis of all politiczl

achieve.nt w.

In 1967, Israel, having achieved its ""Eul designs, slalllDed the door once and
for all in the face of the Palestinians. Israel has consistently rejected all
foru of negotiation and he declared that the Palestinians have no role to play in
the search for a solution to the ca'lfliet. Israel has become less a..,d less
concerned with the far-reaching moral, legal and political im~!!cations of its

ilanipulations, distortions and lies. A reknotllned Dlglish historian, Arnold

'lbynbee, S ulIIDed it up as follows,

WRight and wrong are the same in Palestine as anywhere else. What is

peculiar to the Palestinian question is that the wodd has listened to the

party that oOlllllitted the offensa and has turned a deaf to its victims w•

Over the past 12 months, the eruption in the Arab terri tories has attracted
the world~s attention. The upr ising or intifadah startled and shook Israeli

complacenc::y. It w.:ss inevitable. The .!ptifadeh represenu the direct expression of
a people against depr ivation, dispos:Jession and inhW!l&nity~ It is an expreseion of

frustration and bittet'ness born of ewer 20 years of repressive policies.

For 40 years, the international colIIDunity avoided the question of Palestine,

Tilhich continued to feature in the l'nitad Nations agenda, though withcut: any hope of
finding a just and lC6ting solution. The United Nations resolutions on the
question of Palestine make up four volumes.
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'lb~y, th~ Palestinian cause has been reborn, atc:e more drawing the w«ld's

·,IQ

attention to the tragic destiny of the Palestinians. Djibouti salutes the

tenaci ty, couraeze, ma turi ty and pragmatism of the Pales tin ian people.

The result of all this ~me about in last month·s historic move by the

Pal liS tine National Council in Algiers, which concluded in the adoption of a

documen t of paramoun t imp"'r tance ,

A negatia ted agreement was accepted on the be is of secur ity Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), which call on Israel to wi thdraw from the

occupied Arab territories in exchange for security and recognition.

A Palestinian State was &!clared (Xl the basis of General Assem1y

resolution 181 (II) of 1947, which partitioned Palestine into two States, one Arab,

the eIther Jewislh

The recent session of the Palestinian National Council has generated a new

IIOmentum in the diplommtic procesB and offered fresh opportuni ties for peace. The

international conlllunity, through the United NationB, must find a peaceful solution

to the Arab-Israeli conflict, which eJJt)odies the Btruggle of a people fighting to

free i~elf froR! the atrocitios inflicted upon it by the doctrine of ZioniBm.

The adoption of General Assembly resolu tioro 43/21 of 8 NcweJllber 1988 00 the

uprising - intifadah - of the PaleBtinian people iB a collectiv3 colllllitment by the

internatiQ'lal community to call for an international peace conferClnce on the Middle

East.

In that recjard, we urge all MeRber States of the United Nations to insist on

the convening wi thout delay of an international peace conference on the Middle East

under United NatiOI'llS auspices, in which all parties concerned, including the State

of Palestine, as well as the five permanent manbers of the security Council, would

participate on an equal footiilg. The peace plan must be indivisible,

comprehensible and based Q"l the relevant United Nations resolutions.

I
./
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we are convinced that there will be no just and lasting solution wi thout the

-

recognition of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people to

s elf -de termina t ion.

.,

The consensus of the international colllllunity on the search for a lasting

solution to the question of Palestine has led US 6 for the first time since the

founding olf the Organization in 1946, to convene the General Assenbly outside its

Readluarteu in New York.

The presence of the majority of Mell'ber States here ir. Geneva to listen to

a.airman Arafat, a.airma~ of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation

Org&nization, the sole representative of the Palestinian people, who has been

.;renied a visa by th'! host country, conveys a message of unanimity against an

unjustified action that has damaged the perceived role of the United States in the

Middle East as an -honest broker".
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Mr. Arafat's presence here is historic. For more than a decade, the Palestine
Liberation Organization, despi te the provisions of General Assenb1y resolutions

3236 (XXIX) and 3375 (XXX), has not been participating on an equal footing with
other parties, such particiPlltion is indispensib1e for any effort, del iberation or
conference on Middle East problems convened under thited Nations auspices.

It is our earnest wish that the Assenb1y would grant complete recognition to

the young Palestinian nation, including its people's inalienable right t.o

se1f~etermination and national sovereignty.

I wish to conclude by thanking the Committee 00 the Exercise of the

Inalienable Rights of the P:tlestinian People for its effective, substantive

contribution in bringing to the wO£'ld's attention the plight of the Palestinian
people under Israel i occupation and in recommending to the General Assellb1y the

implementation of a programme of actiCl1 to enable the Palestinian people to

exercise itn right to self~etermination and national independence.

The Government of Djibouti has noted with pride and satisfactioo the decisions
taken by the Palestine National Council, enunciated here with courage and

pragmatism by its Chairman, Mr. Yasser Arafato We reaffirm our support for the

Palestine Liber&tion Org~nization and we welcome the Palestine National Council's
declaration of a Palestinian natimal State.

MR•. 01' Huaiyuan (China) (interpretcl tion from Chinese), Since our

discussion of the question of Palestine at the last session of the General A13senbly
there have been encouraging deve10pnents in international relations. The

international situation is JrtOV'ing towards relaxation, and the peaceful settlement

of regional disputes through dialogue has become a major trend. Conf1 iets in some

of the wodd's hot-sIOts are an the way to settlement or possible set~lement.

HCMever, the Palestinian question, which has rell"ained unresolved for nore than 40
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years, now looms large be fore the in terna tional communi ty. The fact tha t we have

to hold meetings here at Geneva to discu2s this question is a matter of regret, and

aakes us feellllOre strongly the ur:gencyof finding a solutim to it, and to the

Middle East question as a whole.

As is knewn to all, Israel is to date occup/ing large tracts of Arab

territory. As a result, thousands of Palestinians have been crudely deprived of

their ricjlts and of their means of subsistence. The Israeli people too have

mouldered a heftvy burden. The early achievement of a just and lasting peace in

the Middle Fast is the colllDOn aspiration of the PalefJtinlan and other Arab peoples,

and the long-cherished wish of the luaell people as well. It is also the

universal desire of the international community.

In our view, the P~latinian question is at the core of the Middle East

question e There will be ne peace and tranquility in the region unless the

Palestinian question is resolved. It is most W'afair that the Palestinian people,

which has been living in Palestine for generation after generation, should have

been denied its legitil'l8te natlmal rights. The key to the settlement of this

question lies in ensuring that the Palestinian people exercise its legitimate

natimel rights. Over the past few decades ~'1e Palestinians, tmder the leadership

of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), have fought indomitably and

heroically f« the restoration of their legitimate natimal rights. Especially

since the end of last year, they have been fighting against the Israeli oc:c:npation

of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, demonstrating a strong will to defy brutal

force and never to give up until they reach their goal. Their struggle has spelled

the failure of the Israeli policy of occupation. This brCladly-based struggle, with

extensive sympathy and support from the world's peoples and the international

cOll.unity, has injected new vitality into the Middle East pMc:e process.
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The nineteenth extraordinary sessim held recently by the Palestine National
Council at Algiers was an important milestone in the course of the Palestinian

people's struggle for the recovery of its lost territories and the res tocationof
its national rights. The resolutions adopted at the sesion, which were reasmable,
practical and flexible, gave express ion to the s inceri ty of the PLO in seek in9 a
political settlement of the Palestinian question. A declaration of independence
was adopted at the sessia1, proclaiming the founding of a Palestinian State. It

reflected the will of the Palestinian people and its historic choice. It marked a
new stage in the Palestinian revolutionary cause.

The declaration of independence explicitly indicated the POOlS readiness to
coexist with Israel and stressed the future establishment of a confederation

between the Palestinian State and Jordan. In its political statement, the PU>
agreed that Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and gU8lCantees
of the legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people should serve as the

basis fer an internatiooal peace conference en the Middle East, and reiterated its
opposition to terrorism in all forms, including State terrorism. Recently,

Chairman Arafat reaffirmed in Stockholm that the PLO at:cepted the existence of

Israel in the Middle Fast, as a State".

All of this fully delllOnstrates the sincerity of the PLO. Now it is high time
for Israel to size up the aituation and make a positive response. Regrettably,
however, the Israel i Government has taken a hostile atti tuoo and has rejected the
posi tive steps taken by the PLO, threatening to sUPPlCess wi th greater

relentlessness the Palestinian people's struggle against occupation. Facts have

shown that the obduracy and intransigence of the Israeli authorities are now the

main obstacles to settlement of the Middle Fast question. It is also regrettable

that things should have developed to such an extent that the host country of
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Olited Nations Headquarters denied PID Chairlllan Yesser Arafat an entry visa in an

attellpt to prevent him from addrusing the General Assenbly on the PLO's proposals

for: the settleMnt of conflicts in the Middle Eut. '!'hat act not ally cmtravenes

the relevant agree_nt between the host country and the United Nations but harllls

the peace process in the Middle East.
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The CbineseGovernment and people have all along firmly supported the just
struggle of the Palestinian and other Arab peoples and opposed Israeli policies of

aggression and expansion. We cormider it imperative for Israel to stop its

suppression of the Palestinian people in the a~cupied territo~ieB and to withdraw

from the Arab terri tories occupied since 1967 so as to create conditions for a
cOllpt'ehenoive, just and lasting settlelllent of the Middlfi £tat question. The

legitimate national rights of the Palestinian people must be restored to them. On

that basis, call the Middle East countries lI&y enjoy their rights to independence

and existence. The Israeli Quthori ties should face that reality. Israel and the
Palestinian State should recognize each other and enter into negotiations through
the convening of a Middle East peace conference so as to achieve a comprehensive
and just settlement of the Middle East question. That is the only way to genuine
peace and stability in the Middle East region. China will, as always, work hard
for a peaceful settlement of the Middle East question.

we are pleased to note that the United Nations is playing an increasingly
greater role in promoting a political settlement of regional conflicts. We believe

that the United Nations is an appropriate avenue for: a peaceful settlement of the
Middle East question. The Middle East question has no parallel since the Second

World War in terms of its long duration, the numerous wars! t has triggered and the
extent of disaster it has caused. It is the eager desire of the international
community to see the Middle East question settled, which will be in the interest of
all the countries in the world. The United Nations can play a greater role in the
Middle East question and ought to pay more 5ttention to it by urging all th~

countries concerned in the Middle East to take action so as to put an early end to
the turbulence in the region.
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Mr ~ I BEIN (Israel h On behalf 0 f the people and Gavet nmen t of 1stael , I

should like at the outset to extend to the people and Governmant of the Soviet

Union our hftartfelt condolences on the tragic and ililllense loss of life resulting
from the earthquake in Armenia last week.

The atmosphere in the world today has dramatically improved. We have all been
inspired by the hope that the improving relations between the two super-Pcwers will
also positively affect our part ef the Middle East. We hope that the war-tern
nations in our region will also one day - and I hope soon - be able to resolve

their problems peacefully and through direct negotiations.

True to th is spirit, the Uni ted Na tiens has, in the pas t few man ths, been
instrumental in bringing about negotiations in the Q1lf area, in Afghanistan, in

the Sahara, Namibia and in other ar.eas. The battle-weary nations involved in these
conflicts who seek peace have realized and affirmed the need for a ~litical

process and have asked for United Nations assistance to help resolve last lingering
differences in order to facilitate such negotiations and thus foster the prospects
of peace.

Unfor tunately, some Arab coun tr ies do not accept the spi r it of peace for wh iob
this Organiza tion is supposed to stand. Year after year they use the ti'li ted

Nations as merely another forum to confront Israel with their hostility.

Some Arab leaders have welconed the new climate in international relations
leading to direct negotiations in place of confrontation. thfortun&tely, most will
not concede that that climate should govern their cooduct vis-a-vis Israel.

The debate on the question of Palestine is one-sided and biased. Ielael is
con fron ted wi th repea ted hos tile and aggressive s ta temen ts by represen ta tivea 0 f
more than two dozen States of! the Arab League and some others. Those

representatives do not call for a genuine peace, but ra ther sta te their extreme
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demands, spiced wi th ou trageous nafllt-ealling and false ~ccusaticns, often coop1ed
with Mlbiguous Butements which in the same breath call for the destrur,:t1on of
Israel and for peace.

All this dQes not help restore tranquiUty in the territories, does not enable
the Palestinian Arabo to return to normal daily life and does not even further
their political aspirations. It definitely does not advance th'! cause of pemce.

This deba~ does not pronote a political dialogue or direct negotiations between
Israel and its neighbouring countr ies Ilnd the Palestinian Arabs. To the contrary~

this debate, through the resolutions it adopto, obstructs any initiative fO'l di:ect
negotiations. This debate only blocks agreements and 1X)stpones the chance of peace.

I am not again going to enter into a detailed presentation of Israel's history
and positions. You all know the facts, since its rebirth 40 years ago, Israel has
been the victim of ongoing belligerency, a9greas ion and terror by aome of the Arab
States. Israel has constantly been on the defence against the onalaught of its

neighbours. Israel's call for direct peace negotia tions have been repea teeny
rejected.

The Palestinian problem is a direct outcome of the belligerency of Arab States.
Q'lly one Arab leader had the courtlge to depart from this course~ Ten years

ago we weloolled the great leader of Eg~'pt, p1resident Sadat, when he took the

courageous step of coming to Jerusalem. That historic visit, coming as it were, in
the wake of the 1973 Geneva Conference and two inter ill agreements between 8}vpt and

Israel, brought about the C6IIP David Accords, and six lIIOI1 ths la ter the peace

agreement between Egypt and Israel, all boed on Security Council teeolutions
242 (1967) and 338 (1973).
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Tbe road travelled by President sadat and Prime Minister Begin, with the

creative and constructive help of i\merican mediation, proved that there are ways

out of the cycle of belliger:ency, provided the wish for" negotiated peace exists

on both sides of the border.

It must be clear to all that intimidation and violence lIuat stop.

Intimidation breeds belligerency, and violence will only complicate the situation

in the area. Solutions can be found only by moans of peaceful. negotiations on the

basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973).

Hence, violent disturbances 1ilIst cease. Tranquility and normal daily l1f6

must be restored in the territories. It is the human, civil and poll tical

obligation of the administerinq Power, in accordance with international law, which

is quoted abundantly in the General Assemly, to meintain public order.

We act, as is our right - indeed, our obligation - under international law, to

restore and secure order in the face of violent prOlf-:,cation. We do so with IIIlximum

restraint and in full collpliance with the laws whim were enacted not by Israel,

but which were applied to these areas for almoat half a century before Israel took

control of them.
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Asa rule, negotiations and dialogue are held between ad\'!'!rsaries who strive

for peace even though they may not agree on its details and may have different

aspiraticns about its final ootCOJID.

Political aspirations may be legitimate. Car bonbs, grenades, shooting and

shelling are not.

Peaceful demonstrations are legi timate. Sl ingshots, bricks, stones and

firebombs are not.

To state one's opinion is legitimate. 'lb instigate disturbances, violence and

murder is not.

It must be clear to all that violence in any form and to any extent cannot be

used to impose political solutions or ca1ditions on Israel. Nor can solutions be

imposed on Israel through anbiguous and misleadinc,:: unilateral declarations.

Tile im_diate problem we face is to stop the instigators from terrorizing and

intimidating their own communities.

We believe that po'it1cal deadlock may lead to radicalization and

deterioratim towards situations which could best be prwented through an effective

peace process. Such a process includes negotiations C!lnd agreements on interim and

final arrangements which must take into account the interests of all partners to

the conflict, inclUding Israel.

We are all witnel:1s to how the emerging aspirations to settle conflicts through

peacefUl means is taking root in all parts of the globe,. Agreements and

understandings are reached between the super-Powers, and regional conflicts are

being negotiated in an atmosphere of peace.

We in Israel, like you, Mr. president, I am sure, have entertained the hope

that this new atmosphere of peace would also be the guideline of natiofis in tha

Middle Fast and that a new effort would be initiated to solve the problem of this

region by direct negotiations and peacefUl means.
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legitillate security interests.

n~tiationsfor peace.

Palestinian State, with no territory, no borders and with Jerusalem, my home town

Secondly, the declaratiOll from Algiers proclaims a so-called independent

re_ins the extrellll!l; excluding any caapromise, rejecting the very idea of

(Hr _ Be in , Isreel)

We have for years nourished the hope that perhaps by the coiling new year the

I am not going to analyse here in detail the resolutions of the mc. I tfOUld

not atbpt meaningful steps. The coDlDOn denominate! ef the di fferent factions

-declarations A
• Those who hoped for Cl genuine change were very disappointed. The

Government of Israel believes that the recant declarations by the mc have not

The Fal@stine NationC!l Council (PHe) recently met at Algiers and issued

departed fromextrema and uncompromising posi tions. The IINC meeting at Algiers did

like, however, to comment on a few of them in order to illustrate some crucial

atmosphere of peace would engulf our reg1.on too, and that the vision of the propheb

and .the capital of Israel, as its declared capital. That declaration has no

ftThey Shall beat their swords into plowshares- (TheoROlyo8iblejOISaiaho2:4)

would come to fruition here and new.

meaning in reality. If; serves only as another stumling-block on the road to a
negotiated peace, with no pre-conditions, which l1lust take account of Israel's

advance dialogue and canpromise. Nor will it advance the pr.ospects for peace. In
the striving for a solution to the Middle East conflict, every step must be

PMB/9

negotiated and must be nutually agreed upon. In the Algiers decl&raticn, the word
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Thirdly, the J1NC reference to Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973) does not constitute acceptance of those resolutions and of the

principles enshrined therein. Instead" the PNC referred to Security COuncil

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) only in conjunction or, as they term it~

llIin accordan~ wi th Un! ted Nations resoluti~ns concerning the question of

Palestine", (A/43/821,'annex IIi ·p.·7;para~·2' (a)

which contradict Security Council resolution 242 (1967) and undermine it. Many of

those United Nations resolutions seek to impair Israel's legitimacy and ita very

existence.

Fburthly, the PLO has not abandoned terror ism. The k1111n9 of women and

children in Tal Aviv and Jerusalem is clearly condcned. Burning Jewish families

alive is encouraged. There is no indication that the "armed struCJgle" will cease.

That is why we bel ieve that the courageous decis ion of Secretary of Sta te Shul tz

was necessary and justified and the decision of th(~ General Assenbly to move the

debate to Geneva unnecessary and unjustified.

In fact, on 20 July 1988, a Fatah coJmlunique on the Algiers-b~.sed Voice of

Palestine clearly sta ted:

"The position of Fatah can be represented as follows H. the r i9ht of the

Palestinian people to practise arlled struggle against the ziooist enemy."

Even as the me was meeting at Algiers, PLO terrorists of Yasser Arafat's

Fatah were bUSy. Attempts were made to infiltrate Israel, to take hostages and

carry out mass murders. One group was caught by the Israel Defense Forces.

Another was confronted by a unit of the thited Nations Interim Force in Lebanon

(UNIFIL), and two Iebanese hostages were murdered in cold blood by the PLO

terror is ts.
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And in Algiers, Abul Abbas, a memer of the Poo's "executive committee ct
, the

mastermind behind the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship Achille tauro in 1985,

even joked callously abcut the murder of the 69 year-old American Jewish passenger g

Leon Klinghoffen "Perhaps he went for a swim".

At Algiers, some Ar~ spokesmen tried to create the impression of IlDderation,

claiming that Israel was recognized ~!mplicitly". What does "implied" recognition

mean? The sections of the me deelar~tions referring tD "solutions" of the

conflict ignore Israel altogether. When it is mentioned, in other sections, it is

accanpanied by various adjectives which are beneath my diCJ'lity to even recall

before you here.

Farouk Kaddoumi, head of the PLO "political department", helps us not to

misinterpret the POO's "recognition". On 8 Novenber 1988, he declared to the .!9kyo

Sh idum ,

"The independence declaration which is based on the U. Nu General Agseilbly

resolution 181, is to define the identity of the Palestinian nation. However,

this declaration does not mean the POOlS recognition of Israel's right to

exist. "
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Just 1st week, on .. December 1988, Abu Iyad, the nuzer two in the Fatah's

hierarchy, was asked whether the PNC's mention of Security Codncil resolutions

242 (1967) and 338 (1973) consti tute a reoogni tion of Israel. In his reply in

al·.Bttan' al·Arabi, Lebanal, dated 4 DeceJlber 1988, he statech

-This is not a reoo901 tion of Israel. It is a de' fliCto reoo9'li tion of

something that is found on the ground. It should not be understood that we

have accepted it ex are happy about it. De· jure reco9l\i tion is the

recognition of the right of Israel b) exist. The Arabs are fighting against

Israel with cries Md &logans, and ""e lll
- meaning the Patah - -lire thG only

ones fighting against it for real

resolutions and the UN Charter.-

.... We must base ourselves on &11 the UN

A nullb~r of PLO spokesmen have reiterated, time and again, that a Palestinian

state in the terri tories would enly be an interim soll.1tiQ'l, whidl is pelt of a

phased prograllllle seeking, as its final objective, to seize -all of Palestine-.

On 22 Hcwenber 1908, Ahmed SGdlci al-Dejani, a mell'ber of the POOlS -educa tional

and cultural council- arad hiClh-ranking PNC deputy, wrote in 2.l!!!, Saudi Arabia\

-we in the Pto draw a clear distinction between the charter and poll tical

progra.-es since the charter cont&ins the permanent strategic policy while the

political progamm. ccntain the phased policy.-

Abdel Hamid el-Saih, Chairman of the PNC, defines this objective in al-Shara,

dated 22 August 1988, sllying,

"We will take what. we can, and after~rdB we will demand the rest of the

territory. Ne are not opposed to getting a state which would encCllpass a

quarter or II h&lf of our territory, and afterwards we will demand t.he rest.-
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In the canplex and fragile setting of the Arab-Israeli dispute, the Algiers
"resolutions" seem to have only further complicated prospects for a solution. The
PLO continues to frustrate and stand in the way of negotia tions tha t 'Would serve 'to

reach a solution mutually acceptable to Israel and its neighbours/l including the

Palestinian people. The vague phraseology of the me at Algiers cannot hide the
PLO's continued cOl!lllitment to the ooJlli'\On denominator which unites all its

factions: the path of rejection, violence and terror~

Such a.~ organization cannot be a negotiating partner for Israel or any State

which respects justice, international law and the Charter of the U1ited Nations.
Neither the essumed acceptance of Security Council resolution 242 (1967), nor

the implied recognition of Israel, nor the alleged abandonment of terrorism, has

taken place. Indeed, the critical and careful balance represented by Security

Council resolution 242 (1967) was violated and distorted to the point of

threatening to undermine the only cOJIIUonly accepted basis for a realistic political
solution. Even outdated General Assemly resolution 181 (II) - overtaken by events
as recognized by security Council resolution 242 (1967) - was deformed so as not to
suggest a clear-cut recognition of a Jewish State in any part of the once British

Mandate of Palestine. Cessation of terrorism would have facilitated the peace

process~ yet terrorism inside Israel and the territories administered by it. were
specifically legitimized.

At Algiersu the PLO made demands and imposed conditions. Those unilateral

acto and declarations of the PLO are meant to pre-determine the conditions and
outoome of negotiations. Thus the PLO demands for an international conference

clearly ignored efforts in recent years to construct an acceptable framework for
negotiations, the kind of forum that the PLO envisages is something that Israel
cannot accept.
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The PLO is bound by the resolutions of the INC. Speeches made from this or
other podiums do not amend or modify thooeresolutions. On the one hand, the

Algiers declarations are quoted verbatim and, Q'l the other, certain clarifications
or interpretations of their so-called meaning are simultaneously being voioed in
this chambei:'. If all this is not sufficient to coofuae the situation, we have also
heard various statements made by senior PLO mellbers in various parts of the world

which are at var iance both \1i th the apparent mean ing of the Algiers declara tions
and with the statements heard here.

Any recognition or legitimization of the PNC declarations can only sep:ve to
reinforce the ~l1usiCll that the outcome of the desired negotiations can be
prejudged by unilateral acts or declarations. Acceptan~ of the PNC condl tions
would turn back the chances of peace and not J'ik)Ve them forward.

Israel's only political aspiration is to live in peace and security. Israel's
fOl.l'lding <bcument, its Declara tion of Independence of Ma y 1948, declared,

~e extend our hand to all neighbouring States and their peoples in an

offer of peace and good neighbourliness."

'lbday, as then, we continue our efforts to rekindle the peaca process in our

region. In striving to achieve a 'canprehensive, just and lasting settlement to the
dispute, we have lQ'l9 considered the Palestinian and Jordanian context as the
preferred next phase in that effort~

It is in that context that we once again call upon Arab leaders to break with
the past, to proJlDte a resolution of the Palestinian issue through negotiations, on
the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), in an
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atmosphere of nutual respect for the rights of Israelis and Palestinians alike. It

is in those negotiations that each of the parties will be free to present" its ideas

and proposals. Israel stands ready to conduct negotiations a'1 thia basis wi th

Palestinian leaders from Judea, Samaria and Gaza, as well as with others who

renounce violence as a means to achieve their oojcctives and do not resort to it.
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Israel strives fIX and encourages Pales tin ian IIlDdera tion which would enable
Palestinian l_dership in the territories to conduct dlroct negotiations or

arrangements that would terminate the violence and lay the foundations for a
political process towards a solution of the Palestinian problem in all its aspects.

The participation of Jordan is essential. A stable peace on both sides of the

Jordan River involvss demographic, security and economic considerations that bind

Isuel, Jordan and the Palestinians reaiding there for the purpose of a negotiated
political solution. Foundations cb exist upon which peace can be built. Sound
pdncip'.es point the way.

Ten years ago Israel conmitted itself to a framework in which the Palestinian
problem could have b3Eln solved in all its aspects, respecting the legi Uma te rights
of all concerned. We should not forget that the sUpIX)sed moderation that emerged

fran Algiers is the same so-called noderaUCI'l that rejected the serious and

aubstan tive propos~ls incorporated into the Camp navid accords. We remain

committed to the basic premises of the Camp David accords, which prOV'ided that the
permanent status of ~e territory would be determined by negotiations. We are
l'6"1dy for such negotiations.

The Camp navid accords show that peace is possible, that negotiations lead to
results and that agret!ments can be reached. In addressing the need to solve the
conflict, Israel expessed its desire for a solution that will be mutually

acceptable to Israel and its neighbouring par~Aer8, inclUding the Palestinians.

The final status of the territories will be determined not unilaterally but in

negotiations. Israel has in the past spar3d no effort to foster and encourage
trends of moderation. Israel has always been prepared'to initiate and respond to
genuine opportunities for peace with its neighboursa
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United Nations Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) provide

the basis for peace talks to l!lettle the Arab-Israeli dispute. Tilis is because

242 (1967) and 3~8 (1973) determine that peace will be reached by agreement and

negotiations, and that every State in the region has the right -to live in peace

within aec::ure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force-. The

careful formulation of those two resolutions has made them acceptable to Israel,

the Arab States and the international community and has retained their relevance to

condi tions today.

Negotiations between Israel and its neigbours, with the assistance of those

who can constructively help, are the only way to bring peace. They succeeded

before in the United States-assisted talks between B:Jypt and Israel. They can

succeed again by helping the parties to address each other es needs, concerns and

interests. The international colllllunity can facilitate a mutu"lly acceptable

soluticn to difficult problelll8~ Yet, for that to happen, those interested in

usher ing the par ties to the nego tia tin9 table mus t r ecogn ize that the ul tima te

responsibility for dealing with each other and forging an aCCOIIllIDdation tf."8ts with

the negotiating parties the_elves.

Violence and terror have set a barren course in the region for decadesJ misery

and suffering have been the consequence. The .path to psce will not be charted by

the gun, the grenade, the rock and the firebollb. Violence and terrorism must cease.

Pales tin ian represen ta Hon in the negotta tions, in keeping vi th these

aforementioned principles and without setting pre-conditions that would

pre-deterlline the outcome of the talks, is essential, but attempts to dictate and

illpose terJlllll, to use the weapon of terror inst.ead of peacefUl dialogue, is not. It

will lead to nothing.
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The time has come to stop exploiting and distorting the Palestinian issue in
order to drum up hostility against Israel. The time has come to stop the campaign

of vilification against the Jewish people, its national liberation mQl'Jement,
Zionism" and the State of Israel. The time has come for Arab Governments and the
Palestinians to be ready and willing to engage 1n negotiations without

pre-coliditions~ Within the framework of those negotiations the Palestinian issue
can find its proper and agreed solu Hon.

Hr. PE'mOVSKY (thion of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation from

Russian): The General Assemly has arrived at the shores of Lake Geneva in ord'!r
to have an opportunity to discuss properly the question of Palest:ine with the

participation of representatives of all the parties concerned.

As is well-known, the decision by the United Nations General Assenbly to

consider the problem of Palestine at the European Office of the United Nations was
taken as a result of a serious incident that occurred in connection with the work
of the forty-third sess ion.

The General Assenbly stated with authority and in a responsible fashion its

negative attitude towards the action of the thited States authorities, which had

not allowed the leader of an organbation having United Nations Permanent Observer
status to come to New York. It is particularly regrettable that all this happened
at a time when the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) had taken an important
and constructive step towards facilitating the search for ways to resolve the

Middle East problem with the participation of the United Nations security Council.

The peace initiative, which was announced yesterday from this rostrum by the
Chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization EXecutive Committee,

Mr. Yasser Arafat, opens a window of new opportunities to resolve the conflict that
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has for many years overehadowed the international situation. Having e:tpressly

stated its willingness to enter into negotiations with Israel in the framework of

an international conference en the basia of resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973),

having expressed its desire to ooexist with Israel in conditions of peace and

securi ty and having condenned terror ism in all its forms, the Pales tine Libera tion

Organization has thereby reiterated that it is a serious and authoritative partner

in peace talks.
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It is now up to the other side to respond. we call upon everyone to take a<!'lantage
of this unique opportunity and, ab~Cbnin9 the stereotypes and PEejud!oes, to

accept the olive branch of peace that has been offered and to embark without delay
on a path of international dialogue with a view to achieving a comprehensive and

just settlement in the Middle East.

This is all the more important since the Palestine problem, the problem of the
peace in the Middle East, is an organic, in t:egral part of the foun& tion of paace
and security on a trUly comprehensive basis. Interdependence cnd the emerging
integrity of the IlDdep:n wodd underline its political indivisibility. The bell of
the Mi ddle Fas t confl tet, as of any l'egional confl iet, tolls for all of us.

ate of the most important tasks on the agenda of the international comllll!nity
is to disentangle the tight knot of contradictions and to defuse the explasive

confron ta tion in the Middle East. The solu tiOD of tha t problem is in harmony wi th
collllOn efforts aimed at the transition of mankind to a qualitatively new and

peaceful stage of its development.

The detailed conceptual account of those efforts was presented to the

international community in the recent address delivered by the SOI7iet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev before the United N3tions General Assenbly. As the Soviet leader
stressed, we have entered the era when the interests of all mankind will become the
basis for world progress, when world p>licy will be determined by the priorities of
W1iversal human values. This is one of the major features that radically

distifiguishes the current stage of world development from those at the beginning or
even in the middle of this century. The interdependence of the world .allows us to
take a fresh look at the problem of eliminating regional conflicts, including the
conflict in the Middle East. Life itself makes us reject stereotyped ideas, old
v iews and illus ions.

-
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The formula of development at the expense of others is at its way out. In the

context of modern realities true progress cannot be achieved by infringing the

rights and freedoms of any individual, or of any people for that matter. The

practical application of the concept of freedom of ~hoice is becoming a categorical

imperative today. If not accp.pted, it is likely to be fraught with very grave

consequences for any region and for world peace. It is particularly ~mportant to

realize and agree atce and for all that it is impossible to mintain reliable

security and safeguard the future without respect for the views and plsitions of

others, withoot tolerance and a willingness to perceive different views, not as

something necessarily bad or hostile, or withOut the ability to learn to live

together while remaining different from one another.

It is this very concept of free choice that is proving its effectiveness in

different regions of the world which previously had been engulled in the flames of

war and had suffocated in the atmosphere of intransigence. In those circumstances

it is all the more impossible any longer to accept the fact that the Palestinian

problem and the cause of a comprehensive settlelD9nt in the Middle East remain

outside the posi tive trende and the peace-making processes.

In welcoming the current discussion of the Palestinian question at the General

Assedlly we believe that the United Nations has a central and most important role

to play in the process of internationalizing the dialogue on the entire set of

Middle East problems. The gravity of the Palestinian problem and of the Middle

East problem as a vhole requires that the consideration of those problems at this

session be fully consistent with the new way of po~.itica1 thinking and acting on

the part of Stab!s, necessitated by the challenges of our time. In our view, ~he

new situation in the world requires that the United Nations produce new decisions
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vi th fresh apprcaches. The task today ie to help find a balance of interests and

acceptable solutions, taking into account the interests of different States and

parties to the conflict.

The Palestinian problem clearly highlights the gravity of the situation that

emerged bi!cause of the fact that the Middle East remains a source of violence and

bloodshed and a target area of unrestrained militarization. The recently

intensified Cileliveries of evl!r more sophisticated weapons to that, area, which are

likely to destabilize the military, strategic and political situation there, make

that situation even more explosive. The proliferation of ch-:'lIlical and missile

weapons in the region is a matter of particular concern. There are legitimate

fears over the fact that the Middle East is apprcaching the nuclear threshold. All

this jeopardizes the vital interests of peoples and States in the region and is

fraught with grave consequences for internatialal peace and security.

The absence of a settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict and its key problem -

that of Palestine - underlies all thoso dangerous developments. The peaceful

Palestinian uprising on the Israeli-occupied Palestinian territories of the west

Bank, the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip, which he been going 00 for more than a

year new, is a convincing case in point. The uprising has starkly confronted the

international cOJllllunity with the central issue, namely, that there can by no peace

in the Middle East until the fundamental rights of peoples to determine their

future and the rights of all States of the region to free developllent and security

are guaranteed. There can be no peace as long as anyone attempts to hold the

territories of others by force. 'lbday we can state with satisfactioo that the

outline of a oolllprehensive plan for untangling the Middle Eastern knot of

caltradictions is emerging in the international community.
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First, an internatiala11egal formula to achieve a settlement on the basis of

RB/13

Thus today there already exists a solid asset in the ,:c.1i:m of an international

The So'iiet Union has positively assessed the results of the supreme

Israel, contests that the convening of an international conference is the only

Nowadays almost no ale, wi tit the exception of a part of the ruling circles of

East. They represent a significant: caltributial to the creation of favourable

Next, there has emerged an understanding of the necessity of at: long last

decisions adopted at the latest session of the Palestine Natiooal Council in

involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict. In this connection we consider the

Palestinian forUln in Algiers, and it has supported the decision of the Palestine

Palestinian people's right to self-determination, is taking shape.

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), guaranteeing tne

sufficiently supported by the development of pod tions of the parties directly

Algiers to be im[X)rtant and highly beneficial to the peace process in the Middle

Until recently tha broad international consensus on these issues was not

canprehens ive Middle East settlement.

condi tions for the transition towards practical steps to settle the Middle East

peoples to enjoy lasting peace and securi ty.

compr~hensive settlement, a broad consensus in favour of the convening of an

realistic and reliable way to accCDplish a canprehensive and just settlement that
will enabie the Palestinian people to regain its homeland and the Israeli anI.' Arab

legal and political foundatial for the setting in IIDtiOfi of a nechanism for a

setting in notion a nechanism for a canprehensive Middle East settlement. An

------------......----~----~
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internatiooal conference and a ser ious desire among the immedia·te participants in

the Arab-Israeli conflict to work for the achievement of mutually acceptable

canpromise solutions that take their interests into account.

All this makes it possible to resolve the key aspects of the settlement and to

elaborate IIlltually acceptable agreements on specific ways and means of doing so.

we have repeatedly proposed that the menbers of the Security Council without delay

proceed to engage in consultations with a view to considering issues related to a

Middle East settlement. We are prepared to respond positively to any constructive

proposals Q'l the parameters of such contacts.

In our view, in this regard a particular role could be played by contacts and

consultations between the permanent merrbers of the Security Council with the

participation of the Secretary-General. There is no doubt that the consolidated
~l,_~

au thori ty of our Organ iza tion, its iner eased effectiveness and favour able

conditions can serve as a forceful catalyst in the peace process, making possible a

practical process lMding to the convening of a conference.

We view the conference as a universal and fle:ll:ible forum, which we believe

would be the most effective and reliable machinery for defusing the Arab-Israeli

conflict. It would require very varied forms of interaction among its

participants, who could be all the parties to the cc.nflict, including the Arab

people of Palestine, whose sole and legitimate representative is the Palestine

Liberation Organizaticn, as well ,as the five perma."lent merrbers of the Security

Council, whose role in the oonfere-nce should in our view be to erea te a

constructive atmosphere for negotiations. Their individual or collective proposals

and recomnendations, their conta.::ts with the parties directly involved, should

there be canplication3 at any ph~;<! (;If the negotiating process, and the provision

of guarantees ~nd ag1:eementa coul(,~ be crucial to the success of the work of the

! .
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cQ'lference and the implementation of its decis ions. At the same time, the right to
make final decisions as specific issues should of course remain with the parties
directly involved.

The variety and importance of problems may require certain inter im measures or

a stage-by-stage approach to a canprehensive settlement~ such measures and stages
should be considered and carried out within the. framework of the conference and
closely eo-ordina ted wi th a canprehens ive settlement.

In conclusion I would express confidence that the international conmunity's
will and the strengthening of the role of the tbited Nations as the central

mechanism for the maintenance of peace and security and the settlement of conflicts
will finally lead to the elimination of such a serious threat to international

security as the Arab-Israeli conflict.

We are now at a turning-point. This can be a time of lost opportunities or a
time heralding the beginning of a fundamentally new peaceful per iod in the

evol ution of mank ind.

That is entirely true of the Middle East situation as well. We are convincad
that we now have a unique opportunity to begin the journey tCMards peace in that
region. It is important not to looe this opportunity. It is important that the

uniqueness of the emerging world situation should immediately be realized and ~ed

in full measure to overcome old stereotypes and to move from rhetoric to calm.,

business-like and balanced work aimed at creating a just and lasting peace in the
ancien t land of the Middle Fas t.

Mr.'SHAMUYMIRA (Zinbabweh It is over 40 years since the

General Assellbly last met in this beautiful city of Geneva by the lake. When the
united Nations was formed we decided to move our Headquarters to New York, where we
have 1 ived and laboured to th is day.

R (
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But before I dwell IIUch at the issue that has brought us all here, I should

like on behalf of the Movement of the Non-Aligned Countries to express ~epest

condolences to the Soviet people and Government at the tragic loss of thousands of

lives as well as property in th~ wake of the devastating eatthquake in Armenia last

week. We wish to add our own voice to those who have spoken before us in urging

the international community to be fully supportive of the efforts being ulidert&ken

by the Soviet author! ties to alleviate the candl tion of the survivors of this very

tragic development. The-Chairman of the Nan-Aligned Movement has already addressed

a request to all memben to give what assistance they can to the Soviet Onion a."'ld

the Soviet people.

While our return to Geneva fills many of us with nostal9ia, it also leaves us

wi th a foreboding sense of having travelled an ill-ouened road.. For our return to

this city has not been voluntary, it has been forced upon us. The isolationist

streak that kept the United states out of the League of Nations once again be,~ama a

dominant sentiment in the anti-multllateralism of the 1980s and in p&rt led to the

decision that forced us to move this session of the General Assembly to Geneva.
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Earlier this year, the forty-second sess ion of the Assembly reconvened three

times in order to deal with the decision taken by the United States, host country
of the United Nations Reaclluarters, to close the PID Cbserver Mission in New York.
In its collllluf.ication with the Secretary-General on that subject, the host country
had stated that it was going to close the Cbserver Mission -irrespective of any
obligations the United States may have under the Raadquarters Agreement-, which was

referred to by many speakers yesterday and today. This was blunt, unvarnished

arrogance on the part of the United States. The response of the General Assenbly
was equally empha tic. It re jected the tbi ted Sta tea pesi tion and took the JIIi!l t ter
to the International Court of Justice. Confronted by a firm and determined

international resistance, the host country relented and desisted from its intended
illegal action against the PID Mission to the United Nations.

'lbday, this Assembly finds itself taking another extraordinary measure, once
again in response to a decision taken by the host country in violation ofite
treaty obligations. The General Assembly decided to transfer the debate on agenda
i tern 37, the question of Palestine, to this venue because the United States, on

26 November, denied Chairman Arafat the visa requested to enable him to participtte
in the work of the forty-third regular session in New York.

Besides jeopardizing and disrupting the free, smooth and efficient working of
the United Nations in New York, the United States refusal to issue a visa to

Qlairman Arafat demonstrates the host country 8s contempt for international law and
disregard for: the role of this Organization. The Secretary-General, in his

statement circulated in New YOlk on 28 Novellber, stated that the decision by the
host country was incompatible with its obliglltions under the Rea(lqmuters Iogreement
and that, if maintained, the action was likely
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-to cooplicate and render more difficult the forthcoming debates on the

question of Palestine and the situation in the Middle East in the current

session of the General Assembly·.

We agree with this observation of the secretary-Genoral.

The United States has insisted that its decision wu taken in the name of

·safeguarding its national securitylll. The entire international coll!llunity, with the

exception of Israel, of course, has rejected that argument as absurd and

unacceptable. In view of the clear and unambiguous international legal obligations

devolving upan the host country, which the United States itself has acknowledged,

and the almost unanimous appeal made by this Assellbly in its resolution on

30 November this year, as well as by other in terna tiCa'lal bodies end Heads of sta te

and Government, including my own President in hia capacities as Chairman of the

Non-Aligned Movement and President of Zimbsbwe, my delegation had hoped that the

host country would act wisely and reconsider its rove. To our dismay, th~ United

States elected not only to disregard these international appeals, but worse still,

to demonstrate its utter exmtempl: for international 1&1f and for the united Nations,

as well as for the very ideas it stands fOi:, by stubbcxn1y sticking to its original

il1-conceived decision. These matters have been discussed bf pre~ding speakers.

But the Non-Aligned Movement would like to stress the gravity of this question and

of the decision taken and the threat to the smooth working of the United Nations if

these attitudes persist.

The United Nations Legal Counsel, in a statement mede befoi:e the 136th meeting

of the ColUlittee on Relations with the Host Country on 28 Hcwenber, vas of the view
I'

that Chaii:JIl8n Arafat's visa request fell under sections 11, 12 and 13 of the

llea4Juarters Agre••nt, which provide, !nter alia, that invitees of the United

Natf.ons shall not be impeded in their access to the Haadqucrters Distr let, that
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this applies irrespective of the state of bilateral relations of the host country

and that the necessary visas -shall be granted ••• as promptly as possible-. The

Bea~uarters Agreement stresses that the necessary visas will be granted to

speakers who are to oome to address the United Nations irrespectivo of the

relations between the countries they represent and the U'lited States. The Legal

Counsel also made it clear that the Headquarters Agreement does not contain a

reservation of the right to bar: the entry of those who represent, in the view of

the host country, a threat to its security. He therefore ooncluded that the host

country was and is under an obligatioo to grant the visa request t.o

Chairman Arafat. My delegation fully shares that opinion of the Legal Counsel and

I am pleased to note that several other delegations that have spoken here have

taken the same position.

My delegation joined the rest of the international community in supporting the

deciaim to transfer this deba te to Geneva as a way of overcoming the difficul ties

imposed by the host country in New Yotk. But some deeply disturbing and

fundamental questions still have to be faced. Does our coming to Geneva address

fully, and provide the solution to, all the crucial aspects of this problem? It is

a fact that the illegal and high-handed decision taken by the host country remains

in effect. When our delegations return to New York, the disrespect and contempt

shown by the host country for the united Nations will still be there. The rights

of the United Nations under the Headquarter s Agreement have been eroded. The host

country has arrogated to itself the dght to determine which WOl'ld le&ders Blt'e fit

to address the united Nations in New York. Under these circumztances, can we

continue to acquiesce in this high-handedness? If we do, what remains of the

universality of the United Nations? And should our response in future be limited
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to switching sessions to Geneva each time the host country "fingers" anyone oi: us?

If so, then what about the unnecessary financial burdens the United Nations and its

Members, especially the poor developing countries, have to carry?

Our minds are deeply preoccupied with these nUMerous disturbing questions

reg&rding New York's suitability as a site for the safe, uninhibited and

independent operation of the Headquarters of the world body. We therefore hope

that the Secretary-General will seek clarification from our host and report to us

at some length on these matters. We cannot accept that the host country can

continue arbitrarily to limit the size of missions to the OIited Nations or to

seize dependants of personnel enjoying immunity under the Host Country ~reement

and other areas of concern.

The tragedy of the present situation is that it takes place ;'\gainst a backdrop

of events in the .Middle East that have positively affected the situation in that

region and provided windows of owortunitias. I have in mind the intifadah~

Jordan's decisions regarding the West Bank and the outcome of the recent Algiers

session of the Palestine National Council. These developments have created new

reali ti68 on the ground in the Middle East.
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The intifadah, the popular uprising of the Palestinia.."l people against Israeli
occupation, has brought the struggle for the inalienable rights of the people of

Palestine to a qualitatively new st..lge. The uprising, now in its twelfth mcnth,

constitutes a rejection of Israel's -creeping annexation- of the Palestinian

occupied terd toties« which has been the U1 tim te and uncCI'lcealed goal of such
Israeli practices as the displacement and deportation of Palestinians, the

introduction of Jewish settlements in occupied Palestine, the usurpation of
Palestinian lands, and the alteration of the geographic and demographic features of

the occupied territories. This alteration of the geographic features of Israel, as
we know, has been a <Xlntinuing phenomenoo since 1948. The Israeli authorities have

cQ'\tinued to grab CI'le piece of terri tory after another, expanding the &rea given to
them by the 1948 agreement.

The intifadah has indeed deJtk)nstrated that over 20 years of Israeli

occupation, terror and repression have failed to destroy the will and determination
of the Palestinians to live in freedom in their honw:land, or their co1\ll\itment to
liberate the occUpied terd tories and to establish an independent Palestine Stet te,
as well as their identification with their sole and authentic representative, the

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). As the Secretary-General aptly notes in
his report on the work of the Organization this year, the uprisi~g has also vividly
demonstrated the dangers of a stalelll!lte resulting from the inability to agree on a
negotiating process. This historic stage of the Palestinian people's struggle has
given special urgency and timeliness to the need to get the neCJOtiating process on
the question of Palestine into motionn

Paced with these realities, the Icraeli authorities have intensified their

-irCl'l fiet~ policies and employed a variety of ruthless measures in their attempt

to quell the intifadah. The representative of the State of Israel, who spoke
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earlier this mexning, did elaborate the views of his Government and his delegation
on the question of negotiations. Israel says it wants direct negotiations with the
Arebs and with the Palestinians. But we noted that in his statement he did not say
that Israel wants direct negotiations with the PLO, the authentic representative of
the Palestinian people. It wants negotiations with Arabs or Arab nations of its
own selection, and Palestinians of its own selection. Yesterday Chairman Arafat

calle~ for direct negotiations with Israel. That question was not answered by the
Israeli representative. Is Israel ready for direct talks with the true

representative of the Palestinian people, namely, the PID? That is the question to
which he should have addressed himself. It is very nice to talk about wanting
negotiations, but it is another thing to choose the partner wi th whom you are going
to negotiate.

The international press, the latest report of the Conunissioner-General of the
United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine ft!fugees in the Near East

(UNRWA) and the telling accounts carried in the report of the Special Cami ttee to

Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the

Occupied ~rritories, speak of the use of live ammunition, inclUding high-velocity

bu.Uets, and of tear gas being used against unarmed Palestinian men, women and
ch ildren. Again, the Israeli representative who spoke earlier today told us about
the desire of his natial fo[ peace and for negotiation. But it is precisely that
nation that has been the grea tes t offender in the areas of break ing the peace, of

brutality and of instigating violence, not only against the people of Palestine but

even against the r.-eople of Lebanon and other Arab nations. There has also bedn
widespread resort to gruesome bea tings, including delibera te bone-break ing,
detentions, the demolition and sealing of houses occupied by families of

Palestinians accused of involvement in the uprising - the intifadah - to Which I
have referred, and the expulsion of individuals suspected of having played a role
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in directing the intifadah. In fact, in his presentatim yesterday,

Chairman Arafat told the Asse1t'bly a great deal about the activities of the Israel is

in suppressing the intifadah and I shall therefore not bore merrbers wi th more

detail!j about that.

The non-aligned countr ies on several oacas ions have expressed their grave

concern over the escala tion of these inhuman practices of the occupa tion forces in

the occupied territories as they desperately try to halt the intifadsh. It is

deeply disturbing that the absence of all forms of protectioo for the stIuggling

Palestinians and other Arabs living under occupation has continued. The intifadah

is a clear but desperate and defiant response by the unprotected Paleatin ian

population of the occupied territories.

At the recent meeting of non-aligned Foreign Ministers held in Nicosia, the

Security Council was called upon to place the occupied Palestinian territories

under temporary United Nations supervision so as to protect the Palestinian

people. we put these sentiments to the ll'li ted Nations at the General Assembly

meetings in Septenber, and we continue to reiterate that position before this

body. We should also like to call for the implementation of the urgently required

measures to enhance the safety and protection of the Palestinians which the

Secretary-General proposed in his report submitted to the security Council in

accordance with its resolution 605 (1987).

The COlIIDit~e of Non-Aligned Countries on Palestine, in its colllllunique issued

in Nicosia on 7 Septerrber 1908, urged the Security Council to consider these

recoanendations with a view to author izing their implementation and, in particular,

thase relating to the provision of physical and legal protection as well as general

aesis tance and protection thr ough publici ty by the in ter national medla. We should

like once again to request the ll'lited Nations to become, for a limited time, the

t
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maintaining a United Nations presence in those territories.

The other significant event contributing to the new political realities in the
Middle East, to which I have referred, relates to the addi tional responsibilities
assumed by the Executive Committee of the PID following the decision taken by the
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan last July concerning the west Bank. That important
development, as well as the subsequent co-operation between Jordan and the PLO, is
a factor that cannot be disregarded in future Middle East peace initiatives. That
development, as well as the inttfadah, are the two factors that have altered the
situation qualitatively in the Middle Fast. It clearly dell¥)nstrates that the PW
alone has the full right to represent the Palestinian people and to participate on
an independent and equal footing with other parties and Governments in all

endeavours, international conferences and activities whose objectives are to ensure
respect for and attainment of the exercise of the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people.

,

. . ' .. ".. ...: ..
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The intifadah session of the Palestine National Council (PNC) held recently at

Algiers was a historic event. At that session the PLO made a very constructive

of~er to negotiate at the basis of security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and

338 (1973). It also took the bold step of proclaiming the establishment of the

Sta te of Palestine on Palestinian territory en the basis of General Assembly

resolution 181 (Il) and in accordance with the universally recognized inalienable

rights of the Palestinian people.

Those historic decisiono taken by the Palestine National Council, which were

elaborated upon by Olairman Arafat yesterday, have created a new atmosphere for the

revival of the stalled Middle East peace process. Immediately after the me

session, ~a irman Arafa t himself called for the urgen t reausci ta tion of the

negotiating process. In his statement a few minutes ago, the repreaentative of the

SOI/iet tbion indicated me way in which the nsgotiating proceas cc~uld start

immedia tely.

The vast majority of the membership of the United Nations weleaned the PNe

d9cisions and expressed readiness to seize the historic opportmi ty offered by

those decisions. The Chairman of the M:)VGJDent of Non-Aligned Countr ies, Comrade

Robert flIgabe, in a statement issued on 17 Novellber, welcomed those decisions and

called upon Israel and its allies to I1how diplOlMtic flexibility in these changed

circumstances by agreeing to the early convening of an international peace

conference at which the PLO would participate on an equal footing with other

par ties. The 12 member Sta tes of the European Comlluni ty, in a declara tion issued

in Brussels on 21 Novenber reacting to the reaul ts of the PNC session,

characterized the decisions M positive steps towards the peaceful settlement of

the Arab-Israel! oonflict and appealed to all parties ooncerned to take this

,. .
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opportunity to contribute to the peace process in a positive way. The Soviet Union
and all other socialist States share similar positive sentiments about the Algiers
decisions.

The response the Chairman of the tbn-Al igned fobvement has received from other

non-aligned nations shows a similar trend, strong support for the mc decisions
and a strong desire that the Middle East situation should now move to the

oonference table.

The response, however, of both Israel and the united States to the opportunity

for the peace process opened up by the recent developments and the decis ions taken
by the mc have been mst disappointing. Even their response to yesterday's

historic speech by Chairman Arafat was, again, disappointing, seeking further
clarifi. ltions, continuing to say there were still ambiguities in a speech ~nich

was qui te cleau those of UB who listened to it yesterday thought he sta ted his
views very clearly and appropriately.

After giving lukewarm support to the secretary-General's efforts to explore
the possibilities for convening an international peace conference under united
Nations auspices and pursuing their own rival initiatives, the United States and

Israel now appear to be groping for new excuses for slamming this recently opened
door to peace. We are now told that the mc decisions did not 9C> far enough, that
the PLO had not met the cond! tions for recognition, that the PLO was not explici t
enough, and that its decisions ar& ambiguous, vague and unclear, whereas we thought

they were very clear and very direct. att, of course, if there is a nead to

clarifY those deci~ions and the issues that are being addressed, the place fOr such
clarifications is at the conference table,' with all the parties concerned -
inclUding the PLO itself - not with chosen representatives that some want to

negotiate with. Our appeal for a beginning o~ the peace process has been made
stronger than ever by the recent developments •
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The Palestinian people in the occupied territories and in exile have long

If the misgivings expressed by the united States and those voiced by Israel

were genuine, why did the united States go so far as to violate international law

by barring Q1airman Arafat from giving his response to the world? we find it

the Palestinian people when the Palestinian people itself has chosen its own

morning referred to the West Bank and Gaza as -Judea and Samaria llC
, going back to

initiative insisted that participants in the negotiations must accept security

is changing the goal posts and rewr iting the rules of the game in mid-play, and we

just that, lamely says the MC "has not gone far enough -. Bu t how far do they wan t

Is it fair to call upon the PLO to negotiate by itself until it meets some

the biblical names of those districts. He did not really face the issue of

worthy of note that the united States of AIDer iea, which in its own recent

it to go when nobody is willing to talk with it? Both the united States and Israel

Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), new, faced by the PNC decision to do

still refuse to hold a dialogue wi th the PLO. The Israeli representa dve this

representative of the Palestinians are we talking about?

must therefore cry 'foul'. Besides, we find it astonishing that a State can

vague and mdefined surreilder terms demanded by the Shamir tE!gime? Somebody here

Non-Ali9l1ed fbvement have consistently .maintained that the PLO, which is a full

arrogate to itself the right to prescribe who qualifies to be the true leaders of

since demonstrated that the PLO is their authentic representaUve. We in the

Olarter says? 1s that not what the Atlantic charter says? Is that not what the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights says? What conditions for ~ecognition as the
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mel!ber of our movement, alone hM the right to represent the Palestinian people,
and has the right to participate on an independent an equal footl1iil<EJ in all
endeavours, international conferences and other activities whose objective is to
snsure respect for, the attainment of and the exercise of the inalienabfe rights of
the Palestinian people.

We therefore welcome the proclamation of the Sta te of Palestine by the PNC.

Over 80 States have &0 far recognized the State of Palestine. The mc declaration
made it very clear that the State of Palestine was proclaimed on the basis of

General Assembly resolution 181 (I1). Morecwer, the establishment of a sovereign,
independent State of Palestine remains among the universally r~cognized inalienable
rights of the Palestinian people.

On behalf of th'2 !obvement of Non-Aligned Countries, I wish to extend o\!r
s~ncere gratitude to Qlairman Arafat for the important gesture he has made in

coming personally before this Assenbly to apprise us of the important decisions

taken by the !'NC. Our movement has high regard for the outstanding manner in which

Chairman Araf~t has led the Palestinian Fe0ple in its legitimate struggle against
occupa tion, and, as I said eal'l ier, the Cba irman of the Movemen t has urged members
of the Non-Ali9rled i-bvement to support the newly proclaimed state.

We hail the important decisions taken by the mc, which provide a real
opportunity for a real breakthrough in the stalled Middle East peace process.

Olairman Arafat fully explained those decisions last week in Stockholm, and he
eloquently and lucidly did so yesterday.

It is nOtl time for the entire in~rnational oonmunity, led by the Socurity
CouncU, to accelerate its efforts to prcmtft an offective negotiating process. We
should like to appeal to the United Statee to have the courage! to do what is

right. As a wodd leader, the united States owes this. to itself and to us all. A
United States role in the Middle &lst peace process remains indispensable. and it

",'
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is an inescapable fact that if that role is to be a positive one there should be a

recognition that the Palestinian question lies at the core of the Middle Fast

problem. To refuse even to listen to the PLO and to exclude participation by the

PLO on an equal and independent footing in the negotiating process is unrealistic.

It amounts to ignoring the fact that the question of Palestine lies at the heart of

the Middle East problem.

'.
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The United States6 as a major Power and a key supporter of Israel6 as well as
a permanent menber of the security Council, has an important role to play in

solving the Palestinian question. Tharefore, its ca1tinued credibility and moral
leadership must remain intact. A morally weakened United States is no good for
anybody, not for world peace, not for the Palestinian cause, and certainly not for
Israeli security.

We should like also to urge the British Government, which, after all, created
this problem in the Middle East, to be more positive in its apprcech to this

question. We were pleased that the United Kingdom Government made (X)ntact with the

PLO a few weeks ago, and we hope such cmtacts will continue and that the Bri tish
Government will take the more positive position that is being taken by other

European Economic Community Governments in support of the PLO and in support of the
just cause of the Palestinian people. It ohould be aware of i t:s historic

responsibility and the burden on its shoulders resulting from having created an

intractable problem by imposing the Jewish population on Palestinian territory at

the end of the secood World War.

The United States refusal to issue a visa to Chairman Arafat is not only a

violation of a solem international agreement freely entered into by .;he U1ited
States of America, but also an offence agai"nst cur sense of fair play and decency.
How can we on the one hand call upon the PLO to use peaceful means to prollDte its
cause while on the other hand we are refusing it the opportunity to address an

interli8tional gathering of this kind, to address international opinion, to make its
views known to the rest of the world? Unless our aim is to force the Palestinians

to acquiesce in their loss of self-determination a'ld stntehood, we can never

condone the refusal to grant a visa to Chairman Arafat, and we can never condone

the attempts to muzzle the PLO as the authentic voice of the Palestinian people.
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Wise and bold leadership has been shown by th~ PLO and by the Arab front-line

States in the quest for peace in the Middle East. The PU> has acted for genuine

peace, and has created a basis for the negotiating process to begin. Other world

leaders must new act .Uke statesmen and assist in maintaining an atmosphere that

will facilitate the constructive utilization of the newly opened avenues of peace.

Mr.'ANDERSSON (Sweden), In his last interview, on 28 February 1986, a

few hours before he was assassinated, the late Prime ~inister of SWeden,

Olof Palme, said

-The relationship between the super-POIferF" "'as for a lalC) time been frosty.

But there are now clear signs that the ice is breaking. The international

situation has become brighter. Ths mistrust is receding like the mist of an

early spring 1I'I«ning. we observe several signe of detente.·

That was indeed a visioruiP:y statement. The frosty climate has turned inb:"

talks and improvecJ relations between the super-Powers. The first agreement on

nuclear disarmament has been signed. A numer of !"egional coofl iets are being

solved.

In the Middle Fast too significant changes have takt.'n place. The uprising in

the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967 has created a new

situation. The Palestinian people has clearly shown that it nc longer accepts the

continuing occupation. The PaleBtine Liberation Organization (PLO) has clearly

shown that it wants to negotiate with Israel within the framework of an

internat1Q'lal peace conference, on the basis of a two-State solution. The stage is

set for an important break-throogh in the peace process.

I myself and my country are true friends of both the Palestinians and the

Israelis. Therefore, we feel deep despair at the fact that the two peoples are

living not in peace, but in enmity.
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The tbi ted Nations has a special reapcnsibiU ty for solving the conflict in

the Middle Fast. The United Nations provided the basis for the establishment of a

Jewish State and an Arab State in Palestine. The Jewish State was established
40 years ago. It is now high time the question of the Palestinians' national

aspirations got the full attention of the wole world community.

Over the years, we have called upon the PLO to recognize Israel Os right to

exist wi thin secure and reoognbed boundaries. We have also called upon the PLO to
reject all forms of terror is1ft.

Over the years, we have called upon the United States to recognize the

Palestinian people's dght to self-determinaticm.

Over the years, we have called upon Israel to cease the occupation of

Palestinian terri tory and to start a dialogue ",1 th the PLO leading to peaceful
coexistence between two peoples that have suffered too much.

'lbday we feel great satisfactim that the PLO, through its Chairman,

Mr. Arafat, has in our view explained, that the PLO is prepared to negotiate with
Israel, wi t'1in the framework of an interna~imal conference g a comprehens lve peace
settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict on the basis of security Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) l that the PLO undertakes to respect the riqht
of Israel to exist in peace within secure and recognized boundariesi and that the
PLO cClldemns terrorism in all its forms, including State terrorism. That: CM, in
our view, not be Miswdersteod, even by the most suspicious.

On this basis we now feel that the grotmd has been prepared for the initiation
of a dialogue between the United States and the PLO. An imp)rtant step has been

taken towards peace and recoociUation between Palestinians l!lnd Israelis.
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We have repeatedly defended the Palestinian people's right to

self-determination. It is self-evident that this right must contain the

Pmlestin ians, right to choose their own representatives and the right to establish

a Stmte of their own.

Sweden is coxrmitted to the existence and recognition of Israel. SWeden has

for 40 years supported Israel's dght to live in peace. That support will cQ'\tinue

unabated.

What the Palestinians are asking for today is the right to establish a State

of the it own alongside the Sta te of Israel, as was decided by th is world

Organization more than 40 years ago.
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It must be in Israelos lcmg-terll interest not anly to be accepted by, but also

i tael f to accept, the neighbour ing peoples and sta tes.

'1b IIY Israeli friends I "hh to sayl re_lber and consider ..at Ben Gur ion

said in July 1967. Re insisted at that tilDe that the occupied territories should

be returned very soon, to keep th.811 could c:hllll\ge, and in the end destroy, the

Jewish State.

I hereby appeal to the Israeli (bvernlDent to declare openly in the Assellbly

that Israel has no intenticn to aQluire and re_in in the terd tories taken by

force in 1967. I appeal also to the Israeli Q)vernJl8nt to take the extended hand

of the Palestine Libe,ratian Organizatim (PU» and to show a similar willin~ess to

negotiate. The onus !lUSt new be on Israel tD reciprac::ate.

The Swedish Government welco18d the decisions of the recent meeting of the

Palestine National Council in AlgierD. we share the view that an international

peace conference under the auspiceD of the ttli ted Ha tions should be convened and

that the buis for a peaceful solution should be Security Council resolutions

242 (lg67) and 338 (1973) and the Palestinians' right to self-determination.

If Sleden can help br idge gaps and contr ibute to the peace process we are

ready to cb BO. It was in this spirit that the meeting in Stockholm last week

betwen representa tives of the PLO and a group of lAerican Jewish peremalities was

convened.

Swed&n strongly believes in the need for international solidarity. The Swedes

are a for tuna te people. We have lived in puce for 175 years. We have b~en able

to build our society in freedom, without external interference.

We are prepm:fJd, together vi th other countries, to assist in healing the

wounds that decades of enmity keep wide open. we are prepared to support in every

way these 'Wo str ive for peace. we are prepared to extend hu...i tar: ian and

econOtlic assistance to the victims of occupation.

.'
,'{ ~
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Bold pol! tical actions and courage are now requ ired from all par ties

concerned. Let it not be said that, in spite of everything. th~t happened in 1988,

tb,is year will go down in history as another year of missed opportuni tiellS in the

quest for peace in the Middle East.

Hr _' WAKIL (Afghanistan) (spoke in Darh English text furnished by the

delegation): At the opening of the present General Assemly deba te 00 the question

of Palestine we heard a very important and inspiring address by Mr. Yaaeer Arafat,

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO). Allow me to express our deep appreciation for the wise words

and practicable ideas the Palestinian leader presented for the solution to the

question of Palestine as the key to solving the whole Middle East problem and

bringing a just and lasting peace to that troubled region. we are confident that

this keynote address will prove an important positive factor towards constructive

deliberation 00 the question of Palestine by the AssemlyQ

It is regrettable, however, that this address was delivered here in qeneva

instead of at the Headquarters of the U1ited Nations in New York. We have joined

the overwhelming majority of Menber States in deploring an act which is obviously a

v~olation by the United States of the host-country Agreement and of internatiooal

lCllf. We reiterate the indisp41table right of the Palestine Liberation Organization

to parUcipate in the work and sessions of the United Nations and to have free

access to the Organization in order to do so. We shall support the draft

resolution which calls for the State of Paleatine to be granted the rights and

pr ivileges now enjoyed by the PLO in the United Nations. That is in line with our

traditional support for the General Assemly resolutions Q'l the question of

Palestine.
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At a mment in their troubled history when the heroic people of Palestine have
opened a new page in their national life, it is an honour for me to express to the

leaders and people of the brotherly Palestinian nation our profound and heartfelt

congratulations on the historic declaration of 15 tlovenber 1988 on the

establishment of the State of Palestine. This is no doubt a watershed event en the
path to the realization of the national aspiratloils of the noble people of

Palestine. I am proud to note that the Government of the Republic of Af9hanistan,
whim had already established diplomatic relations with the PLO, has recognized the

State of Palestine.

We also oonmend and welcome the bold and courageous step the PLO has taken

through the adoption by the Palestine NationcslCouncU of the Political CommlU'liquc!
of 15 Novent»er in Algiers, and also through the Stockholm declaration. The

Political Comr:lUnique - a c.bcument of profound importance - has provided a genuine,
historic opportunity for all the sides concerned in the Arab-Israeli confl:.ct to

solve the Middle East problem peacefully and bring genuine and lasting peace to the
region. Aa we had occasion to say earlier in New Yo£k, the cause of international

peace and securi ty dicta tee that this unique opportuni ty should not be lost. *
In the present world circumstc.1nces, the new political thinking in

international relations has resulted in new trends towards the solutio.1 of regional
c:onflicts~ great hopes have emerged of doing away with the hot-beds of regit'nal
conflicts.

The mnclusfon of the Geneva agreements for the solution of the situation

aroll1d Afghanistan, the reSOlution adopted by the forty-third seaoion of the

General Assenbly towards that end and the statements of Mr. Mikhail Gorbachev

* Mr. Al-Shalcar (Bahrain), Vice-President, took the Chair •

• In...IIIiII.....miilli··...........- .......--...,;,;,,,-...........----------~-
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Q\ the peaceful settlement of regimal cooflicts - particularly his proposals on
the political sOlution of the situation around my country reflected in his speech
during the current session of the General Assembly - constitute prominent examples
of political and all-round solutions to regional conflicts. Therefore, we must

conclude that resorting to force is no basis for the solutioo to regional conflicts
and there is no alternative to seeking political solutions, taJ-ks and dialogue

betWeen the parties cQ'1cerned. Thus, we state that the new way of political
thinking in regard to regional oonflicts has opened hopeful hor izons for the

regulation of nf!W internatimal relations and the decreasing of tension in the
framework of the settlement of regional conflicts, among them the problem of the
Middle East, based at the solution of the Palestinian issue.
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The question of Palestine, as we all know, lies at the core of the Middle East

problem and is the root cause of the Arab-Israeli conflict over four deC2deS. It

is a great human tragedy of enoroous dimensions, affecting not ally a numar of

individuals but a nation as a whole. Through a policy of aggression, occupation

and acts of repression directed against the Palestinians and the entire Arab

nation, Israel has deprived the people of Palestine, not only of their homes and'

property, but of their territory and ancestral land. Those Palestinians left

behind in occupied Palestinian lands h~ve been systematically subjected to brutal

repr~ssion and the canplete denial of their human rights.

In that connection, it is indeed deplorable that the Palestinians have not

been immune to Israeli aggression even li'l their refuge~ The Israeli attack on

Palestinian refugees in Lebana1 on 9 Decenber 1988 is yet another shameful example

in the series "f arned ag9ressions that dell'.onstrates the essence of Israeli policy

towards the Palestinian people and the Arab nation as a whole. All this takes

p'.ace a t a time when humani ty in every nook and corner of the world is celebra ting

the fortieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

That brutal act of aggression against the Palestinians, which was carried out

with total disregard for the independence and n&::iona1 sovereignty of lebanon, is a

~eminder of the bloody and cruel massacre in the Sabra and Shatila Palestinian

refugee camps and of piratical attacks against other Arab oountr iee, such 9, to

name but a few, the terrorist assault by Israel on 16 hlgust this year against

Tunisia and the one colllnitted three years earlier.

The timing of that act of terror against the Palestinians is also very

significant. It comes exactly on the first anniversary of th.e heroic uprising of

the Palestinian pgople in the West Bank and the Gaza strip, tlhich is nothing but a

logiC'.al respol'lse to continued Israeli occupation and repression. It also takes
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of Palestine.

The heroic uprising - the intifadah - of the Palestinian people in the

occupied territories is a clear manifestation of the will of the Palestinian people
to take their destiny into their a-In hands. The uprising, which has continued in
spite of the tightening of the lIIirQ'l fist" policy by Israeli occupation authorities
and the murder of Palestinian youth, women and children at the hands of repressive
Zicmist troops, is not mly a response to acts of terrorism and brutality such as

collective punishment, deportation, demolition of houses, forcible confiscation of
land, expropriation of properties and killing of a defenceless plpulation and other
forRlS of violation of the human rights of the Palestinian people, but is also the
demonstration of their determinatim to liberate their land and restOl:e their
freedom and independence at: whatever cost. It is an irreversible historical event
that prcwes, m the me hand, the resolve of the Palestinian people to have a sta te

of their own, and, on the other, the futility of Israeli efforts to continue the

occupa tion and even tual usurpa tion of Palea tine. It is a just s truggle Q'1 the par t
of an oppressed people against occupation, a struggle which enjoys vast

internaticmal support in every corner of the world.

In that connection, we condemn Israeli aggression against the holy places in
the Palestinian and other occupied Arab territories. All zicmist attempts aimed at
altering the political, cultural, religious, demographic and other features of

Palestine and other occupied Arab terri tories are illegal and null and void. We

also oondelll'l the Israeli policy of forcible displacement of Palestinians and the

confiscation of their land fOr the purpose of establishing Israeli settlements.
'l'he establishment of those settlements is against international law and has been
rejected by the internatimol commWlity.
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The basic elements of the solution of the question of Palestine and the
entire Middle East problem have been very clear for a long time. ...~ey have been
outlined in numerous General Assembly and Security Council resolutions.

Unfortunately, however, the question of Palestine remains unresolved and the Middle

East continues to be a hotbed of tension and a threat to international peace and
security. The mntinued state of confrontation, mnflict, instability and unrest

in the Middle East has brought about bloodshed, tragedy and destrl:ction to the
entire people of the region, particularly to the Palestinian nation.

The root cause of the tra~1ic situation lies in the denial by Israel of the
inalienable rights of the Palestinian people and its continued occupation of

Palestinian and other Arab lands. The situation is also the result of Israel's
total disregard for international law and the resolutions of the United Nations.

In contrast, the Arab countries of the Middle East and the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO) have time and again called for the peaceful

resolution of the potentially explosive si tuation in the Middle East. Their
mllective decision in Fez, subsequently reiterated at other Arab summits and
meetings has provided the alternative to a situation of war, cooflict and tension
by guaranteeing the inalienable rights of .the Palestinian people to freedom,

independence and statehood. The Political Communique of the Palestine National
Council on 15 IQovenber this year in Algiers and subsequent statements by the PLO

have clearly de1tlOl'lstrated the wish of the Palestinian people to solve the question
of Palestine by peaceful means. The General Assenbly should put every pressure on
Israel to accept the pa th of peace and peaceful negotia tions.

The best means for such negotiations is the convening of the International
Peace Conference cn the Middle East with the participation, an an equal footing, of
all parties concerned, including the PLO, the sole, legitimate representative of
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their homeland and establish therein an independent Palestinian State.
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the Pa1estini~ people. The Conference should ha~'e as its mandate the

full restoration of the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine w \)!\

It is the duty of the United Nations to imp1emant its legal obligatioils. We

tU tiN lely tr b.aph and the ': day, we bel1etre, is not far off.

to the question of Palestine, which is at its core. ,It is the on1~.' means of

restoring a ge~uine, just and lasting peace in the region.

In conclusion, I should like to take this opportunity (jIjlOO again to reiterate

the President the congratulations and thanks of my GoI1ernment for his continuous

Mr.' AIMED (Somalia) (interpretation from Arabic): Allow me to express to

That, we believe, is the only viable solution to the Middle East problem, and

the unwaver ing sol idar i ty of the people and Q)ver: nmen t of the P.epublie of

liberation of their land the restoration of theit' rights. Their struggle will

Afghanistan wHh the heroic and just struggle of the Palestinim people for the

unconditional withdrawal of Israel from all occupied Palestinian and other 1\.,. ...,

lands, including Jerusalem, the Syr ian Ar ab Go1an and SOU th Lebanoo, as ·v, .,

Ja/19

Nations General Assembly Md its consideration of agenda item 37, entitled

delegation in his skilled and enlightened leadership.

Atj,reement has been breached we are forced to discuss it he~e•

IIIQUestiOR of Pa1estine-. Those efforts instil great confidence on the part of my

and tireless efforts in guiding the work of the forty-third session of the United
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Deepi te the obstacles and legal impediments ciesi9l1ed to thwart the dec:lara tio~
of the Palestinian Arab State, the efforts for peaee in the Middle East are an

eseential concern for the United Nations, particulatly in the light of the

international atmoaphere of relaxation of tens!ona and rapprochement between the

two super-Powers which has prodded propi tious condi tions· for in terna tional

co-operation in the settlement of regional conflicts" This is an excellent time

for Member States to redouble their efforts to find a soluticn to the question of
Palestine, which ls at the core of the ooi1flict and tension in the Middle £act.

Pol1~ing upcn the hlstodc resolutions adopted by the Palegtine National

Council in Algiers, it is now time to achieve a comprehensive s~ttlement of the

Middle East problea, &t the core of which is the Pale9tinian problem, Q'1 the basis
of respect for the inalienable righta of the Palestinian people and the egercise of
their right to 6elf~dete.minationQ I should like hare to commend the role that has
been played by Yasser Arafat, Chairmsn of the EXecutive Committee of the Palestine
Liberation Organization (PLO), to arrive at a just and lasting settlement of the
Palestinian problem.

Somalia wholeheartedly supports the fundamental elements of a juet and IMting

peace in the Middle East, in accordance '11 th the relevant GeneL"al Aasefi>ly and

Security Council resolutions, whim He in keeping with the principles of the

United Nations and .internatimal law, confirm the illegality of occupation by force
and defend the r tght of people!! to eelf-deterll!ination and independence.

We reaffirm our unreserved support for the call for: the total and

unconditional withdrawal of all Israeli forces from all the Arab territories

occupied since 19$1, including the Holy City of Jerusalemi' and for recognition of
the Pales tin lan people IS r 19ht to sel f-de t~l'mlnaticn and the exercise of

sovereignty in an independent State.
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unfortunately, Israel's obstinacy in disregarding General Assembly and

Security Council resolutions on Palestine represents the major roadblock to peace,

the clearest example of which is its stand regarding the historic resolutions

adopted by the Palestine National Council in Algiers on 15 November 1908, for it

continues to reject the legitimate natiCX1al rights of the Palestinian people.

The question of Palestine is without doubt at the core of the Middle Fast

conflict. The year 1988 has witn~saed a major turning-point in the area, and there

is now a convergence in the attitudes of the parties that more than ever makes it

possible to achieve a settlement. The intifadah of the Palestinian people in the

occupied territories is the clearest example of the refusal of that people,

including the youth and the elderly, to live under illegal Israeli occupation ill

the territories occupied since 1967 and its rejection of recourse to arlbed force to

maintain occupation.

In this connection I should like to recall the Sscretary-General's reports on

the subject and the measures undertaken by the Arab States, in keeping with

international law, to create the conditions likely to prOlOOte a peaceful and

last..:ing settlement of the question of Palestine, as advocated in the peace plan at

the 1982 Fez Arab SUlIIIllit, which has been endorsed by subsequent Arab Sunait

Conferences. The historic resolutions adopted recently, in November 1988, at

Algiers by the PHC on a democratic basis have crowned those efforts with success

and unambiguously confirmed the Palestinian people's desire for peace and for all

peace effor ts to succeed.

The proclamation of the Palestinian State and the Political COlllllunique, which

specified that GEneral Assembly resolution 181 (It) of 1947 constituted the legal

basis ensuring the right of the Palestinian people to an independent State, side by

side wi th the Israeli Sta te, in keeping wi th the relevant Securi ty Counc 11 and

General Assemly resolutions, are clear proof of that desire.

,.1
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The Governmant and the peoplo of semalia urges the General Assembly to act
speedily to convene the International Peace Conference on the Middle East, in

accordance with the resolutions adopted by this body, with the particiJ;8tion of the
PLO, as the sole, If!9itimate representative of the Paleetinian people, on an equal

footing with the other parties to the cmflict. The Palestinian people, through
the resolutions adopted by the Palestine National Council in Noveliber 1988, has
explici tly accepted security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), thereby
making it possible to begin international preparations for the oonvening of the
Conference, under the auspices of the Uni ted Ha tions and wi th the partici pa tion 'of
all parties concerned.

The Government of Somalia appeals to the two super-Powers, the European

Communi ty and the in terna timal communi ty as a whole, to assume the ir

responsibilities in this area, so that we do not miss this opportunity of

establishing a just and lasting peace in the Middle East. Israel must wl thout
delay aelllOnstrate good will and aeclare its readiness to withdraw from Arab and
Palestinian territories, including Jerusalem, occupied since 19670 The efforts of
all States in the international community must aim towards a global and lasting

settlement of the question of Palestine, in accordance with international law, the
right of peoples to self-determination, human rights and the right to live in peace
and security.

ME';, IJ\V1tSANI (Islamic Republic of Iran) (interpretation from Arabic),

• To thaee a.g& ins t whom

War is made, permiSlsion

Is given (to fight), because

they are wronged, - a~d verily

God is Most Powerful

For their aid) -- (The Holy Koran, XXIII 39)
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At the outset, and an the occasion of the commencement of the second year of

JSM/ed

of the martyrs of this glorious uprisincn rightly, they are the true martyrs of the

0',"

~.,'... ",
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We thank the Uni ted Na tions General Assembly for its decis ion to conv~e these
meetings in Geneva to support this heroic and valiant uprising which has the

elements of success because of the secretary-General's efforts. We also extend our
appreciation to the Government of Switzerland for the excellent hospitality it has
accorded these meetings.

We all know that the reason for the transfer of this particular session of the

General Assellbly from its Headquarters in New York to the European Office in Geneva
was the United States disregard for its international conmitments, particularly the

Headluarters Pr':eement, and its insistence on preventing the realization of the
will of the ~nternational community and also the United Nations from fulfilling its
obligations.

Undoubtedly, the victory of the international will in convening these meetings
at Geneva, dll!spi te the obstacles created by the Zionist regime and the Uni tea
States Government, while exposing the domineering attitude of the United States, is

also clear proof that the question of Palestine is deeply rooted in the ~onscience

of the peoples of the world. If the United States, or any other Power, seeks to

deny this irrefutable fact, it will definitely gain nothing but isolation. The
United States of America has isolated itself in the international arena because of
this question. Even its closest allies have expressed their disapprOl/al of the
Un i ted Sta tea decis ion to th is effect.

'"

In the light of past experience and recent events, well-informed people know

that American hoo tili ty towards the Muslim people of Pales tine h as been

particularly deep-rooted and violent. Por this very reason, all efforts aimed at
rectifying the situation have failed. In other words, the attempts to seek

Washington's acquiescence have not brought about the slightest change in the United
States hostile attitude towards the Palestinian people. The reason is clear:
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".there is no difference between the UllHed States true position and that of the
Zionist occupiers of Palestine.

In our vie;':ttopea for a softening of the UnitedStatee position on the

legitbrate rights of the Palestinian people in their ancestrlll hOBeland are indeed
'.',

illusory. The United 'States has already de80nstrated its ill-inbtntions, £lS

corroborated in the put. Aa a result, any resort to popular and arled st.ru9CJle
for the liberation of Palestine should not again be subject to testing of the
intentions of the tl'lited States, which will mly step up the atrocities of the
Zionist regime. The United States intentions have become clear, and waitinCJ is
mly going to increase the cdmes of the Zimists against the down-trodden

Palestinian people.

The continued subjection of the people of Palestine to injustice, the denial
of their inalienable rights by the occupying Zia'list regile and its imperialist
supporters, and the unfortunate .indifference of world Govermlent8, led the
Palestinians, on 8 Decemer 1987, to begin a stane-throwing c_paign as their lleans
of defying the ultra-"oder~ weapons of the occupying ene~. The heroic uprising of
the Palestinian people in the occupied lands has aroused the conscience of lSankind"
urging it to take a just stance towards the people who have put their lives at
stake to gain their natural rights.

This blessed uprising is a lIanifestation of the strangest reaction of the

Muslim Palestinian people against the ZiQ'list OJccu,~ticn aray D wh~.ch only in the .
past year has tak~ a toll of 500 1I8rtyrs, 40,000 injured and tene of thousands
prisoners, with a large nulllber of people forced into exile. Hlmdreds of people
have also been _de ho_lesso This revolutionary lIOVe deserves the support and
backing of all the world's revoJ.utienary forces for the realillation of the rights
of the Muslim Palestinian people.

~\,
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The resistance of the awakened Palestinian nation and the blood of the young

martyrs spilt on the path of Palestine's freedom and independence have not only

shaken the very foundations of the Zionist occupiers but also caused discernible

changes in the region and the world. Our presence here is a clear demonstration of

this reality and these developments.

The genuine uprising of the brave Palestinian people, encompassing all

occupied lands s inee 1948 or 1967, in addi tion to expos ing the racis t na ture of the

Zionist enellY, has produoed the follOwing results,

First, it has dragged the zim ist en ti ty in to a ser ious er is is, vi th its very

survival at stake.

Secondly, it has proved that the Palestinian people have Oaf taken the

initiative themselves to defend their legitimate rights in a bid to form their own

independent Palestinisn State, and that the prolongation of the occupation of their

homeland cannot prevent them fran pursuing their inalienable, legitil'/Bte rights.

Thirdly, it has reaffirmed the fact that there is only one genuine solution to

the issue of Palestine, the restoration of the inalienable right of the

Palestinians to self-determination for which they, along with t."le Islamic unmah,

haye relentlessly fClUght thrc:ughout the past 40 years.

Fourthly, it has created a fundamental change in world public opinion

regarding the Palestinian question and the Palestinian pea'ple fighting with stones

against the sophisticated weapons of the Zionists.

R!cogn iz ing the genu ineness of the upr is in9 of the oppressed people of

Palestine and supporting them and the valiant people of IA!banon are top priorities

in the foreign policy of -the Islamic- Republic of Iran. Ne firmly believe that this

popular movellent is the proper instrument for achieving fr"doll from the tentacles

of the arrogant occupiers. Ne are convinced that the Pales tin ian question is the

~-'---"'------"""---""'-'---'--'-~---~-
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concern of all justice-seeking people in general and all Muslims in particulilr.

Therefore the Islamic Republic of Iran reaffirms its full support for this sacred

uprising, which is aimed at liberating Palestine and establishing an independent

Palestinian State on all the occupied land. We are of the opinion that any measure

that does not contribute to the realization of this goal will not have the support

of the Palestinian people.
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we are discussing the stolen right of the Palestinian people to their

historical homeland, the land of Palestine. That discussion is taking place in the

General Assembly. Older those circumstances we cannot simply ignore the oppression

that has come about as a result of resolutions adopted by the United Nations.

Unfortunately, the first act of oppression against the Palestinian people was

initiated by the General Assenbly on 29 Novenber 1947 through the adoption of ita

resolution on the partition of Palestine. When, years later, the General Assenbly

declared 29 Novenber as a Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, it was, in

effect, confessing its sin and trying to redress it.

lbw that t,he General Assembly has resisted the domineering attitude of the

uni ted Sta tes and has unpredecen tedly moved its work to Geneva, it is appropr ia te

to look at the list of injustices against the Palestinian people, especially those

inflicted through the parti tion of Palestine.

We consider the resolution on the partition of Palestine unjust. The only way

to redress that injustice is to establish a Palestinian SUite in the entire

Palestinian territory. Resolution 181 (II), which brought about the parti tion of

Palestine in 1947, was adoptlld mder circumstances when all the forces of evil -

the colonialists, the Zionists and the plunderers - had joined hands. But at that

time the Ar ab and other Islamic coun tries di d not submi t to tha t resolu tion. They

refused to concede the violation of the hiatar ieal rights of the fotlslim people of

Palestine.

Now that the rtJsUm~ has been awakened, at a time when the Palestinians

in the occupied lands have endangered the very survival of the Zimists and when

the international community and its respresentative organization, the United

Nations, has admitted the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people and has
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established a committee Q'l the exercise of those rights, it is appropriate that the

General Assen'bly should take appropriate measures to rectify a resolution that ga'1e

away 56 per cent of Palestinian terri tory to the occupying zionists.

The Islamic Republic of Iran, relying on its Islamic beliefs and its

unal terable principles, has consistently supported the formation of an independent

Palestinian State in the entire occupied territory. It backs the right of the

Palestinians to have a country of their: own and refuses to accept the partition of

the Palestinian territory. It was on that bas is that after the victory of the

Islamic revolution of 1979 the Islamic Republic of Iran was the only country that

closed the enbassy of the occupying Zionist regime and opened the enbassy of

Pales tine in its pIaca.

With due consideration of that principle, the Islamic Republic of Iran does

not recognize an entity call.~d Israel in the occupied territory of Palestine.

Therefore, the Islamic Republic of Iran is opposed to any position that includes

recogni tion of the occupying Zioo ist en ti ty, because any recogni tion of the zion is t

regime means total disregard of. the rignts of the Palestinians and forgetting the

blood of the martyrs who have given their lives to defend and restore those

r ighta. Such positions will also resul t in zionist massacres of the Pales tin lans.

In addi tion, the presence of the zionists in Palestine, from our point of view, is

an occupying presence, and no international rule gives occupiers any right to

occupied territories, no matter how long the occupation may have been in place.

Because of its illegitimate existence an:'! its sense of isolation in the

region, the Zionist entity has made aggressioo the basis of its unlawful existence,

and continues to pursue the policy of the iron fist, massacre and unabated

terrorism. The aggression launched SOilte days ago by the Zionists from the air and
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the sea south of Beirut clearly substantiates that statement. Fortunately, the
attack was heroically repulsed by the brave resistance of the Palestinian and

Lebanese defenders. There is no doubt tha t wi th the momentum given to the moral

position of the resistance in defence of its rights, any future aggression by the

Zionists will also be foiled.

Having voiced our views, the Islamic Republic of Iran expects all to support

the legitim te rights af the Palestinian people by reco9l'lizing the historical facts
and respecting the pr L-lciples of justice • The Islamic Republic of Iran calls on
all na tions to suppor t the legi tima te r19h ts of the Pales tin ian peaple to es tabl ish
an independent Palestinian State in all the blessed land of Palestine. It also

invites all the freedom-loving nations of the world, particularly the Islamic

nations, to beck the struggle of the people of Palestine to achieve that sacred

cause.

If you support Godls causes, he will support you in your endeavours.

Mr. KIIRUKlBDO-KMUNAtlfIRE (uganda) ~ In his annual report the

Secretary-General compared the Organization to a small boat in which all the

PeOples of the Earth were gathered and wose sails seened to have caught a

favourable wind. He noted that with careful and patient navigation the vessel had

come within sight of large sections of the shore. For the people of Palestine, the
shores do not seem to be on the horizen. What is worse, Israel, with the tacit

support of a permanent member of the Security COuncil, is working to ensure that
the ship remains in turbulent weather and that every plan and effort to bring about
a peaceful solution to the problem is torpadoed.
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The Palestine question stands out as an example of the negation of all the
principles of the Charter, including the right of peoples to self-determination,
the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force, and the fundamental
rights of individuals and peoples. The very persistence of this problem is a

searing wound in the international body politic and a consistent reminder that the
international principles emodied in the Charter have yet to be realized.

The struggle of the Palestinian people has over the years been a saga of
bravery and sacrifice, tragedy and broken promises, unfulfilled hopes and a trust
betrayed.

The infamous Balfour Declaration of 1917 - in which the British Colonial
Secretary of the day, in a letter to Lord Ibthschild, promised support to the

Zionist movement in setting up a Jewish State in Palestine - set in motion a chain
of events that were to bring tragedy to the region as a whole and that resulted in
the establishment of a settler colony. Ever since, the entire Middle East region

has been a cauldron of unremitting force, violence and conflict, wi th the
Palestinians as the victims of the tragedy. Unable to contain the violent

situation they had helped unleash, the British handed over the problem to the
United Nations. On 29 Novenber 1947 the General Assenbly adopted resolution

181 (II), containing the United Nations Plan of Partition for Mandated Palestine.
It is worth reminding everybody that in resolution 181 (11) the General

Assembly decided to partition Palestine into two States, one Jewish and one

Palestinian. A Jewish State, namely the State of Israel, has existed since then.

It derives its legitimacy from that resolution. The Palestinian State has thus far
not materialized. It became clear at the outset that Israel was not content with
the territory allocated to it under the Plan of Partition. It embarked on a course
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of action aimed at frustrating the emergence of a Palestinian State and at

swallowing up Palestinian and other Arab lands. That was in furtherance of its

ambition to;;cr~tea Grea~er Israel.

It is, precisely bec~use of those Israeli designs that the region has seen

large-scale st~ife,death and destruction. Today Israel. occupies lands larger than

the territory allocated to it'under the Plan of partition, and it is determined to

annex those lands. ,Millions of Palestinians have been forced a9ainst their will to

flee their homes and lands and live as refugees. Those remaining have been

subjected to policies of terror, exploitation and humiliation aimed at forcing them

to flee so that a fiction of "a land without people" could be created for

constructing new Israeli settlements. Quite apart from the express annexation of

the Syrian Golan Heights and the Holy City of Jerusalem, the continued expansion of

Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza is intended to create the de facto

incorporation of those areas into Isra~ •

The reports of the Conmittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the

Palestinian People and the Special' Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices

Affecting the Human Rights of the Population of the OCcupied Territories which have

been submitted to the Assembly at this sessial provide a strong indictment of

Israeli conduct. They all pr~~e conclusively that Israel, the occupyin9 Power, is

in breach of its obligations under the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the

Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. The extension of Israeli

legislation, jurisdiction and administration to the occupied territories is

contrary to tb temporary character of military occupation. Those measures have

been appropriately pronounced null and voie] by the united Nations.

What we have seen over all these decades is a timeless phenomenon. Peoples

subjected to domination and exploitation by an alien Power are forced to rise and

'.
" ,
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we beltave the security of all Stat'.Js in the region is vital. We thf"lrefore

to exchsruJ\" the occupied territories for recognition as part of an overall peace

had hoped that through their iron-fist policy they would have been able tc sHence

the Palestinian patriots in the West Bank and ~aza. As we all know, that policy

their quest for. independence, justice Md human dignity. The Israeli authorities

That is exactly what the Palestininan people is doing.

For too long we have been given th<!l' eXt,use that Israeli actions against the

struggle to free theillSelves in order to attain their right to sl!lf-determination.

be glossed ovet is to misread deliberately the whole history of the Palestinian

Israeli actions in that regard were censured by the security Council in its

Hei ther the passage of tim nor the severity of the occupa tion can lighten the

cost for the occupier. In spite of the magnitude and duration of their suffering,

1118/23

242 (1967) und 338 (1973) were adopted, Israel pretended that it would be willing

undertaken on security grounds. Inaeed, when Security Council resolutions

Palestinian population and acts of aggression against the Arab countries are

j_tificaUon of the denial to the Palestinians of their inaUp.nabl~ right to

settle_nt~ Th&t ploy was believed by mrny. ilIt the Israeli annexation of

Jeruaal•• and the Golan Heights, and the construction uf Jewish settlements in the

occupied tarritorles have clearl~ unmaEced the Israelis' real intentiol'~s.

find it unacCftptable that the security of one comtry should be regarded as

overriding, to the detriment of that ()f others, and that this should be used as a

. struggle. The intifadah has proved that the occupation has been rejected.
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self-determination in & state of their OUD. Nb country can legitimately claim
SEtCurity for itself while threatening the peace and security of others. Moreover,

Israel must be reminded that it derives its existence from resolution 181 (11).

That resolution has never been repealed and remains valid. Under the rule of

equity, one cannot deny the validity of a document from which (Xle derives a

benefi t. Israel, like the rest of the international community, has the duty to see

to it that United Nations resolutions a'l the Palestinian State are rully
illplementedw

As has been stressed by many, the question of Palestine is at the core of the
Middle East crisis. The region will remain in turmoil so long as a just solution
to this issue has not been found. The wars of 1948, 1967 and 1973, Israel's

persistent meddling in Lebanese affairs, and the continuing tension in the region

. are ample proof of this self-evident fact. Each war has been followed by a fragile
truce, only to give way to the outbreak of yet another war. If the present impasse
continues, that is the likely scenario for the future too.

The General Assembly has assumed its responsibilities before history. In
r~Qolutions 2672 C (XXV) of 8 Deceraber 1970 and 3236 (XXIX) of 22 November 1974 it

undertook for defend and work for the restoration of the inalienable rights of the

Palestinian people. In resolution 38/58 C the General Assembly endorsed the Geneva

Declaration of 1983, which called for an international conference on the Middle

East which would work out a comprehensive solution. It was decided that the

conference should be attended by the permanent members of the Security Council and
all the parties oor~erned, including the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),
the 801e, authentic representative of the Palestinian people, which would
participate on an equal. footing.
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ewer the past five years exerted enorJl¥)us efforts to ensure its convening. I wish
also to register my delegation'S appreciation of the important role in the whole
question played by the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights or the
Palestinian People. The Committee's activities have been instrumental in

mobilizing support for the international conference and for the Palestinian cause.
We in UJanda reJRin convinced that the peace confarence offer.., '-"le only

realistic: path towards a just and lasting settlement in the Middle East. We

therefore support its early convening. In ths regard, we consider the decisions of

the Palestine National Council proclaiming the State of Palestine and elaborating
its position on Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) as a

posi tive development. Q'l the question of restoration of the inalienable rights of
the Palestinian people and the establishment of a state of their own, Uganda's

stand has always been principled and unequivocal. We have supportE:d and shall

continue to support the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) 1n its struggle.
Uglm~ therefore recognizes the new state.

We find it regrettable that the holding of the conference continues to be

subject to prevarications and delaying tactics by Israel wi th the tact t support of
one perlll&nent melfber of the Security Council. It is our view that there is a need
for increased pressure on Israel to ensure tirat it complies '11 th the will of the
international oollllll1.mity. The decision by the United States to deny a visa to

Chairun Arafat to address the General AsseJrbly is, to say the least, very

unconstructive. Apart from being a violation of United States leg81 obligations
•under the Headquarters Agreement, it serves only to encourage Israel to continue
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its gross violations of human rights and other international laws. Viewed against
the background of attempts to close the POO office in Haw York, it puts in question
the sincerity of United States initiatives and its impartiality in the Middle East
peace ~ocess. It is this kind of blanket protection by the United States which

has made Israel behave like a spoiled child in that region, just as South Africa

does in its region.

There are those who still harbour the illusion that it is possible to solve
the Palestinian question vi thout the participation of the PLO. Inordinate efforts
have been made to misrepresent the true nature of the PLO and brand it aa a
terrorist organization. The PLO has ·prO'/ed to be the embodiment of the hopes and
aspirations of the Palestinian people. It has successfully gone through the
rigours of battle. All intrigues and efforts to discredit the mcwement have prO'/ed
futile. The recent successful outcome of the Palestine National Council meeting in
Algiers has proved the PLO's statesmanship and unity of pur~(!. Thus, for anyone
to imagine that it is possible to achieve a solution to the Middle East crisis
without the participation of the PLO is to bury his head in very deep sand. It

remains the only authentic organization and representative of the Palestinian
people.

Por quite some time a per_nent lIenber of the Security Council had indicated
that it would be willing to hold cUscus8ions with the PLO only when it accepted

Security council rosolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) and renounced terrorism.

That was actually done by the PLO at Algiers. we find it ragrettable that when the
PLO de1llOBlstrated movement towards moderation the United States instead beca_
provocative by denying Chairman Arafat a visa to I!II'lter the United States. Yet more
demands for concessions are made to the PLO. one finds it ironic th~t no
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reciprocal demands are being made by tha sane Member of Israel, which has

consistently failed to respond to the injunctions of the Security Council and the

General Assembly.

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate tJ;Janda's support for a comprehensive

solution to the Middle East crisis. The Security Council should shoulder its

responsibilities and maka Israel comply ~ith the Council's injunctionsu In our

view tha situation in the Middle East constitutes a danget to international peace

and security. The United Nations must proviCle for a just and comprehensive peace.

A !ramework for peace can be just if it restores the right of the Palestinian

people and comprehensive if it tAkes into account the legitimate aspirations of the

people in the region and involves the parties concerned. .The restoration of the

legitimate rights of the Palestinians must constitute the centrepiece of the

settlement. Israel must unconditionally withdraw from the occupied Arab lands.

I wish to take this opportunity of pledging uganda's support for and

soUdei ty \11i th the 1JLO and the people of Pales tine in the ir just struggle. We

salute them on their proclamation of the new State.

Mr •. GeEII) (Ghana): The forty-third session of the General AssC!mbly has

made history by holding some of its plenary meetings here in Geneva. The

cirCUll8tallces leadinq to the decision to convene here are well known. Suffice it

to say that we gather here in the wake of violations of international law - a

situation that cOllpels us to lend support to those who protest against such a

transgrossion of the fundamental principle of international law by insisting that

treatia~ must be observed - treaty obligations which, in this case, are explicitly

define~ in the HeadqlUlrters Agreement.
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The actions of the host country, the United States" with regard to
Mr. Yasser Arafat's application for a visa have created an aftermath of dieay. In
sp! te of this, the internaUanal C01Uluni ty has rallied, as it should, to meet its
responsibilities in the cause of law and justice by ensuring that the voice of the

brave Palestinian. PeOple be heard, as it !lust if a just and durable settlement to
the quelltion of Palestine and the madle East crieis is to be achievedo

Broken bones, collective punishment, lIass detentions, bloodshed and the death
and destruction brutally imposed by the Israeli occupation forces on the

defenceless Palest1ni~ people have not extinguished the embers of the intifadah a
year after its outbreak. If anythi~g, the continuation of the uprising in the

occupied territories, the West Banc and the Gaza Strip, and in Jerusalem affirm a
consciou8 deterllination for nationhood and a pro~und rejection by the Palestinian

people of Israeli occupation, policies and practices. The uprising also sends a
lIe88age to the tr.ternational co_unity that any political settlement that excludes

a Palestinian State as the logical expression and outco. of the pr4!lsent struggle
for sel fede termination will eas11y come to noth iog.

It is with that cancrete reality in mind, therefore, that the Ghana delegation
holds the view that the intransigenc:e of Israel: filupported by its ace:olllOOdatin9

alli811, is self-defeating and exacerbates an extremely tense situation in the area.

Israel's attellpts to change the statUII and d61DOgraphic character of the

occupied territories thraugh creeping aMeution - expressed in the policy of
Jewish settle_nu along the West Bank, its annexation of East Jerusalem, coupled

with its brutal and exacting _Uitery occupation, all in violation of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, of 1949 - have sown and continue to sew the seeds of discontent,
violence and disruption. Policies that are tailored to illegal alibi tions for

. . . ' ". f'••r" f' • ~ : '. '. > • •.... ',. "'" .' '.;- '.:'f'.' . '." 1·· '. . :". .. .. '. . . ~'~'!'" . ' .. ,......, • • " • .... '.'. .Il· .... "", •• .... "-1- •••~ '. ".". •
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terri tory and anneua ticn place exceptional e_phu Is on the use and threa t of the

use of force in violation of international law and the United tJations Charter.

Thus, Israel, heedless of international law and opinion, perpetrates acts of

aggression at will against its neighbour~ and busieu itself with creating buffer

zones, IIIlOst notably in southern Leb.aon, thereby unilaterally and 11legally carving

out its ow 1\ distorted version of secure and internationally recognized boundaries.

Despite these acts of provocation, the lIassive violation of Pal.estinian rights

and the recalcitrance of Israel, prudence requires measured and temperad actions

for peace. The Algiers declaration of the Palestine National Council on lS

Hovelllber 1988 is one such action. The acceptance by that body of secul' ity Council

resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), together with General Assembly resolution

181 (11), establish an initial substantive foundation for dialc;ue and negotiation

oyer the fate of Palestine, an issue central to any cwerall settlement of the

Middle East question. The delegation of Ghana continues to sllpport the convening

~f the International Peace Conference en the Middle Bast under the auspices of the

United Nations and with the full participation of the Palestine Liberation

Organization (PLO). In that connection, we can only agree with the observations of

the Secretary-General in his report thats

athe ti. is right for the security Council, which has a major and

historically recognized responsibility for this complex iS8ue, to commit

itself to a thorough review of the situation with a view to adopting a

pragJnatic approach that would take fully into account the COl'4CernS and

security interests of all the parties". (A/43/867;' para~ . 35)

Thst pragmatic approach must f~~~ a vehicle for its expression. That vehicle

is the mandated call for the InternaUonal Peace Conference with all five of the
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per.anant mellbel's of the Security Council as indispensable participants. Iniielld,
since Decelllber last year, the Security Counci.l has been called into session no less
than five tilleS to rebuke Israel for: its violations of the Fourth Geneva Convention
relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. Iftlportant as those
re.inderat,(, Israel are, the eo'mcil unfor.tunately ccntinues to address the
fundamental issues arising from the sitUation in the occupied .terri~ries in an
ad'hoc and pieceme~l fashion. Such an appfCll!lch is clearly inadequate for resolving
issues having such direct. ~earin9 on the maintenance of interr.ational peace and
security•. Moreover, the la~!t of a unified and coherent approach emanating' from the
Security Cooncil hu allowed room for unilateral attempts at peace-making by a
permanent member, not surprisingly without success. The pere~ial nature of the
problem can only be addressed, in all itS: di~n8ioni",'b~ 'the unity of action of the
international community eKpressed through the Security Council, in particular.

through its five perlMnent mefilbers •.

In times past, the leadership of the Palestinian people, the PUl, was called
upon to make geetures that would accelerate the possibilities for peace.

Persistent calls ca_ from 'rel Aviv and Washington in that regard. .Such gestures,
0'wi th specific ond substantive repercuss ions ft;)r peace, were accordingly made in' the

Algiers declaratio~, whici:l explicitly affirms, within the framework of Security
Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), the right of Isr&e1 to exist within
recognized and secure boundarieso Furthermore, the statement of Mr~ Yasser Arafat,
the PLO representative in this forum yesterday, suggested in nnderate 'and measured
tones the undertaking necelJsary for a peaceful and co-operative settlement of the
conflict in the occupied territories.

And'yet those to whom the olive branch has been 'extended hesitate, cast
aepersions and aak for IlDOre without committing themselves to any nogotiating
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process. .Indeed, tl'uiy act in such a way as to gag the very spokesmen vi thcu t whom

the core issue at the hea.rt"of the Middle East crisis - namely the question of

Palestine - cannot conceivably be brought to a lasting solution. It is almost as

if the implications of the Algiers declaration threaten the foundations of

set-thinking in those capitals, that peace is not possible, or that peace must be

imposed by force or at the very least on terms that deny the fullest expression of. .

Palestinian Golf-determination. It is as if they were against peace and in favour

of hegemony in the SUb-region.

The Ghana delegation appeals to Israel and the united States, key partners in

any viable negotiating process, to respond in a constructive and positive manner to

the giant steps towards peace emanating from Algiers and attested to before the

world Organization in the statement of Mr. Arafat. Now is the time to show good

faith and resolute determination to bring about a just and durable settlement of

the problem of the Middle E~t. The gains in the Algiers declaration must not only

be recognized but must also be encou~aged and nurtured.

The intifadah, coupled with the Political communique emerging from Algiers,

clearly establishes a new and irreversible dynamic, a dynamic that places

wtequivocal emphasis and immedia,~ on the resolution of the core issue of

Palestinian national rights.
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In sum, the evolution of events should cOn".rey to Israel and it:s friends that

it cannot choosa whom it will negotiate with over the future of the occupied

territories. Any attempt: to establish precatditions that would have the effect of

denying authentic representatives of the Palestinian people - namely the PLO -

access to the negotiating table will greatly prejudice the possibility of credible

and lasting solutions to the grave questions at hand. History determines that in

the context of war negotiating partners are invariably ate's enemies. The (~ase can

be no different between Israel and the representatives of the Palestinian people.

Indeed pragmatism rings loudly and issues forth from the Algiers declaration and is

the trend of recent times. It is now for Israel to respond in a responsibl~ and

clear fashion as to its intentions. Heavy reliance on force or rigid insistence on

stiff preconditions can only slam the door in the face of peace.

we listened carefully this morning to the recitation by the representative of

Israel of the PLO's -transgressions-, and we must candidly state that in the

present context it was tantamount to political quibbling. We call on Israel and

all States rather to concentrate on the positive elements of the statement of the

highest ranking leader of the PLO made in our presence here and to lat all parties

to the conflict now enter an era of peace.

we cannot for ever replicate this unending tale of woe and missed

opportunities and sully the br ight dawn of the next century with the blood and

destruction of unending conflict in the Middle East. For, as the Secretary-General

observes,

-It has been tragic that, in the history of the Middle East, opportunities

have in the past 001y too often followed war. The growth of extremism end the

alarming proliferation of weapons in the area are trends that must be reversed

if we are to avert disaster in a regiaa that has already ex~erienced five
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majcx wars, thousands of casualties and untold sUffering.· (A/43/867,

para.' 37),

It is time to seize the olive branch or be the victims of our inaction and

pt~judices. Clearly the outbreak of peace on hitherto many fronts of bitter

conflict in the last year offers a unique opportunity for a creative and determined

effort at peace with dignity for all sides in Palestine. It is the Ghana

delegation's hope that we can now build upon the recent positive developments

concerning Palestinians and the occupied territories.

!!!..'FSCHEIKH (Tunisia) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. President, I

wish to greet you and to convey to you the best wishes of my country, which is firm

in its principles and strongly supports the United Nations and its actions. We

wish to bring about peace and security among all the peoples of the world.

The move of the General Assembly this year to discuss the question of

Palestine in Geneva shows the role the United Nations is playing in the prollOtion

of peace and justice and calls for us to renew our efforts in discussing this issue

and to give thought to the origin of this question, the present situation and the

future.

We listened very attentf.vely to the major statement made before the Assennly

yest~rday by Mr. Yasser Arafat, when he explained the historic decisions taken by

the Palestine National Council at its extraordinary session in mid-November this

year. He explained the importance of those decisions, their construotive scope and

their positive and direct repercussions for the steps towards peace being taken in

the Middle East and the countries of the region. This is oblTiou.'l proof of the

connitment of the PLO in rejecting terrodsm and of it~ attachment to dialogue and

peace.

The path to peace in the Middle East is the path of the Palestinian people.

They are ready to make great sacrificee, and have already suffered a very heavy
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toll. The decision of the tl1ited States Secretary of State that led to the denial
of a visa for Mr. Arafat was rejected by us. We deeply regret this development and
hope it will not be repeated. we salute the decision of the General Assembly in
its resolution A/43/L.43 of 30 Novemer 1989 to move the session to Geneva.

The General Assembly is discussing the question of Palestine at a time when
there are signs of detente in international relations as a result of the detente
be tween the two major Powers. '10 Cl very large extent th is has allev la ted tens ions
and reduced the imIOrtance and size of regional conflicts in many parts of the

world, improving the in terna timal cHma te and enabling the Uni ted Na tions to play
its normal role in bringing about peace and security and creating a climate of

confidence among the grea t Powers.

In that connection, the Secur ity Council has once again shown its efficiency
and demonstrated that it can apply the Charter when necessary to protect peace and
security, as can be seen from its reSOlution 598 (1997), with regard to the

Iran-Iraq conflict, which is a clear manifestation of international will and an

example of the role that can be playeCl by this international Organization if

efforts are made in the right direction.

Nevertheless it is regrettable - and we are puzzled by this - that the

question of peace in Palestine has been set aside though it is the core of the
Middle East. problem. Why has there been no progress, given all the progress

achieved by the United Nations in settling other regional conflicts?

In paragraph 36 of his report in document A/43/967, the Secretary-General
state~H

"Recent months have seen t:lngible progress towards the settlement of several

regional conflicts, the protracted and ex~l08ive nature of the Arab-Israeli

conflict makes it all the more urgent that we now concentrate our efforts in

this area."
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The fact that the Palestine National Council has accepted General Assembly

resolution 181 (11) and Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973)

clearly shows that the Palestine National Council is committed to international

law, that it respects international decisions and is prepared to work in accordance

with them at a time when Israel continues to make tendentious allegations in an

attempt to brand the PLO as a terrorist organization.
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It can now be seen very clearly that it is Israel that is engaged in terrorism

Nations resolution, yet it now challenges and defies the Organization and stands

to obtain justice for its cause.

against the Palestinian people. The intifadah has now entered its second year, the

intransigence, Israel clearly intends to continue its defiance of those who favour

Israel is a Hemer of the united Nations, having been created by a United

peace and security.

outside them. Israel flaunts its "long arm" and continues to oppress the

RH/27

despite all efforts to change the characteristics of its land, culture and

practices perpetrated by the Israeli authorities against the defenceless

land and to abide by its decisions, though many have been constrained to leave and

Pales tin ian people and to de fy and challenge the in terna tional communi ty • In i ts

activities against the Palestinian people both within the occupied territories and

This year a report was issued by the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli
Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the PopUlation of the OCcupied Territories

Palestinians, and shows that the morale of the Palestinian people has been

with United Nations resolutions and under the leadership of the PLO, the sol~ and

condemned for its practices in occupied Arab territories and its terrorist

Palestinian people has affirmed before the world its decision to hold on to its

exercise their right to self-determination and to r~cover their land in accordance

strengthened. That people is proud of its identi ty and prepared to make sacrifiCEi3

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people.

occupied territoriesJ th~ report gives an overview of the oppressive and repressive

(A/43/694). Israel is violating the human rights of the inhabitants of the

------------------
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The intifada!!, of the Palestinian people represents a decisive turning-point in

its history and an important stage of its heroic struggle to regain its dignity and
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dangerous situation created by the Israeli practices. In its resolutions
60S (1988), 607 (1988) and 608 (1988) it has condemned the repression against the

Palestinian people, called upon the occupying Israeli, authorities to respect the
~ourth Geneva Convention, of 1949, on the protection of civilian persons in time of
war, and called for recognition of the need to bring about a peaceful settlement of
the problem and conflict in the Middle East.

In this connection, in his report in document S/19443 of 21 January 1988, the
Secretary-General set forth ways and means to ensure the safety and protection of
Palestinian c~vilians and to release them from the colonial yoke and indicated that
it was only through t!lose peaceful means that the explosive situation could be

•

defused. The Secretary-General also s~id he continued to believe that this should
be achieved through a comprehensive, just and lasting settlement based on security
Council resOlutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), taking fully into account the

legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, including self-determination, and th~t

such a settlement should be negotiated by means of an international conference
under United Nations auspices, with the participation of all the parties concerned.

~ursuant to those tecommendations - given in his concluding remarks in that
report - which he reaffirmed in his most recent report on the Middle East, the
Palestinian people, through its highest l~~islative body, the Palestine National
Council, at its extraordinary meeting in Algiers, expressed its will to use the
legal framework offered by the United Nations and to choose peace as the way to
resolve the problem and bring about a just and lasting solution so that the
Palestinian people may exercise its inalienable right to self-determination and the
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creation of an independent State and so that peace and security can be ensured for

accord with the recommendationJ of the Secretary-General and Security Council

The Palestine Na tional Council, in proclaiming the erea tion of an independent

Sta te of Palestine pursuant to in ternational law, announced it would use peaceful

means, renounced terrorism and asked for settlement of the question through

negotia tion in an in terna tiooal conference under the auspices of the

United Nations. That represents a decisive step towards peace by the Palestinian

people.

Fully aware of the magnitude of the tragedy the Palestinian people has endured

for 40 years, Tunisia continues to support the just and heroic struggle of that

people to establish an independent State of Palestine. We r.eiterated our

solidari ty when, in November, we recogn ized the proclama t ion of the Sta te 0 f

Palestine and the courageous step taken by the Palestinian people.

We stand beside the Palestinian people in its homeland at a time when it has
emphasized its identity. We welcome the decisions of the Palestine National

Council. Many countries have recognized the independent State of Palestine, which

shows the legitimacy of the decisions and their conformity with international law.

It is high time to render justice to the Pales tin ian people and to put an end
to its suffering and its tragedy. The international community must recognize that

it must act and take effective action to end the deadlock and to break the yoke and

the shackles binding the Palestinian people. It must move ahead and prepare for

the holding of an international conference to put an end to the conflict, to bring
about peace and to guarantee the peaceful coexistence of all the peoples of the

region.
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must use the historic opportunity we have been given to implement the constructive

decisions of the Palestine National Council and adopt new and progressive

approaches to bring about justice, peace and detente.

The meeting rose at 1.30 p.m.
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